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IV 

Critical Principles and Influences 

The treatment of Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights in critical studies has often been 

distinctly ahistorical, as critics have erroneously tended to view the Bronte sisters as individuals 

who lived almost wholly isolated among the moors of northern England. In my approach to these 

novels, then, I felt that a historical approach would be most beneficial. All novels are to a certain 

degree products of their specific eras, but Victorian novels are famously preoccupied with the 

political and social concerns of the moment. Given the numerous technological and social 

changes that characterized the Victorian era, it should be no surprise that the literature of the 

nineteenth century was significantly impacted by such events. Even occurrences outside of 

England heavily impacted the development of British literature, most notably the French 

Revo lution. With such notable attention paid by Victorian novels to world events, a 

reexamination of Charlotte and Emily Bronte's two most famous works is appropriate so that 

they too, like their fellow Victorian nove ls, may be understood more fully in a historically 

contextual light. In approaching my thesi s, then, r wanted to view Jane Eyre and Wuthering 

Heights in their hi storical context and to see not only the impact of English events on these 

English novels, but also to investigate the effect of European and world events on their 

composition. 

Considering the hi storical context of these novels, however, other critical approaches did 

appear frequently in my research. For example, the preva lence of the Other in both novels has 

led to much postcolonial speculation concerning them. While this view proved helpful in the 

fom1ation of my thesis , I did not use it alone, as I felt a more comprehensive historical approach 

would be more beneficial. With its inherently historical approach, Marxist criticism also proved 
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integra l to my argument, particularly as found in the ideas of Terry Eagleton, but again, it served 

as only part of the whole historical context. 

Because I chose to take a historical approach to these novels, it was of course essential to 

include a significant historical introduction in order to help my readers understand the basis of 

my arguments concerning Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights. Given the significant amount of 

scholarship already existing on both these novels, it was also important to acknowledge the work 

that critics have done in the past. At times, I used past critics ' works to buttress my argument, 

and in other instances, I refuted such works by asserting particular points to which my own 

research has led me. As for the specific historical events I detail in my thesis, I focused on those 

that bore direct relation to my topic, although there were numerous other events that formed an 

important background for the composition of Charlotte and Emily Bronte's novels. In addition, 

there have been a number of criti cs who have examined the impact of the French Revolution on 

Engli sh literature, but their analyses largely cease before the era of Victorian literature. I argue, 

however, that the idea ls associated with the French Revolution had a lasting impact on British 

literature well into the nineteenth century. By uniting a thorough hi storical investigation with 

detailed textual analysis, I was able to prove thi s impact as it appears in the Bronte sisters ' 

novels. 

To aid my research into the hi storical context of these Bronte novels, I employed a 

number of different sources. Perhaps most importantly among them was my usage of primary 

sources written around the same time as Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights. Thomas Carlyle, 

Edmund Burke, and Eli zabeth Gaskell proved invaluable sources regarding the historical 

circumstances of the Victorian era, the French Revolution, and the Brontes themselves . In 



addition to these primary sources, I also relied heavily upon more general histories of Victorian 

England and the French Revolution. Cultural criticism such as that of Anne McClintock and 

Edward Said was also helpful, as was literary criticism of Charlotte and Emily Bronte. 

VI 

While it is by no means an exhaustive treatment of every aspect of Jane Eyre and 

Wuthering Heights , I believe my thesis is an important contribution to existing scholarship, as it 

fuses a vast historical context with specific textual detail from the novels. Whereas other critics 

have focused more narrowly on one aspect of history as it relates to these novels, such as the 

slave trade or British imperialism, my approach is a bit broader, as it attempts to show how 

various facets of the French Revolution had a lasting effect on the culture and literature of 

Victorian England. My thesis argues that despite the belief of many critics that Charlotte and 

Emily Bronte 's works are tales secluded in the remote countryside of England, they are in fact 

indisputably products of the attitudes, values, and fears of the Victorian era. Jane Eyre and 

Wurhering Heights represent a profound awareness of hi storical events occurring in England, 

Europe, and the rest of the world during the Victorian era. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

"[L ]ittle doubt have I, that convulsive revolutions put back the world in all that is good, 

check civilisation, bring the dregs of society to its surface .... That England may be spared the 

spasms, cramps, and frenzy-fits now contorting the Continent, and threatening Ireland, I 

earnestly pray." So writes Charlotte Bronte in a private letter to a friend following Louis 

Philippe 's overthrow in the French Revolution of 1848. She afterwards goes on to point out how 

undeserving of compassion the French and Iri sh are in their respective rebellions (Gaskell 2: 49). 

Not onl y does Charl otte here seem highly aware of contemporary European events in the 

Victorian era, but she also understands the degree of influence that such events bad in England 

itse lf. Many critics have read both Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre and Emily Bronte 's Wuthering 

Heights as simply tales of supernatural pass ion spun by so litary spinsters in the wild moors of 

North England (Barker 14). The truth , however, is that the sisters were intimately acquainted 

with the revoluti onary events occurring in their own locale, as well as in the world beyond their 

reach. 

As the idea ls of the French Revolution invaded England in the guise oflrish revolts and 

the Chartist movement, the Brontes were increasingly aware of the precariousness of Britain and 

traditionally British values. This paper will demonstrate that not only did the revolutionary 

movements and imperial expansion of the Victorian era serve as the backdrop to the composition 

of Charlotte and Emily Bronte 's novels, but they also functi on as vital forces within the novels 

themselves. ln Jane En-e and Wutherino- Heio-hts the Bronte sisters illustrate the perceived need 
, b b ' 

to produce and solidify a British, or anglicized, identi ty in response to the growing cultural and 



ideological threats that menaced it both at home and abroad. Both novels therefore address the 

cultural threats that possessed the potential to undermine British ideals, as well as the conflict 

between such threats and anglicized characters and identities. In my chapter on Jane Eyre, I 

show that Jane's maturation throughout the novel coincides with her anglicization. In fact, she 

will grow so anglicized during the process of her maturation that she will also be able to 

anglicize other characters in need of it. Later, in my discussion of Wuthering Heights , I 

demonstrate how one foreign character, Heathcliff, will challenge the anglicized identity of all 

the principal characters, destroying many of them in a way that precisely echoes the Victorian 

British fear of foreign influences corrupting the nati ve English. Before we can fully understand 

these nove ls, however, we must first examine a brief overview of the historical context of 

anglicization and the threats to which it responded. 

2 
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CHAPTER II 

Revolutionary Backgrounds 

The French Revolution, both the original one and subsequent rebellions called by the 

same name, sent shockwaves throughout Europe. Not for nothing did Victorian hi storian Thomas 

Carlyle call the original French Revolution of 1789 a "Sansculottic Earthquake" (17), whose far

reaching effects reverberated not only in France but also in Europe-and indeed the world-as a 

whole. Great Britain faced more than just the influx of revolutionary ideals into England and 

Ireland, however. As Britain entered the Victorian era, her inhabitants had to address wars and 

internal rebellions in addition to rapid technological changes, most importantly the Industrial 

Revolution and the beginning of the railroad. As historian Raymond Chapman writes, "For the 

first time in the history of mankind, travel on land was not limited to the speed of a horse . . . The 

whole country suddenly seemed to become smaller . .. [leading to] a mixture of excitement and 

di strust" (155). This ambiguity of emotions applies not only to British attitudes towards the 

railroad but also towards the shrinking of their world as their empire expanded. 

In the midst of this world of constant change, the Brontes perceived, along with a number 

of other British citizens, that it was necessary to re-emphasize their unique identity as the 

Victorian era began. To understand why more fully, we must first examine the threats and 

differences external to the nation, as well as their internal similarities and divisions. Britain 's 

increasing contact with unfamiliar peoples in imperial territories, in addition to the recent 

Napoleonic Wars that had once again made France a military threat, had begun to break down the 

Briti sh sense of power and superiority. Even as British influence expanded across the globe, 

British citi zens felt the need to reassert the traits that they believed had made them the most 



p(1\\crful nation in the world . If they did not, they faced the poss ibili ty of being absorbed into 

any one of a number of foreign cultures that surrounded them. 

4 

As Charlotte Bronte expressed in her letter, one of the sources from which the Briti sh felt 

a signifi cant degree of danger in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was France. The 

numerous wars between France and Britain over the centuries solidified the continental country's 

status as a physical threat, but it was also a menace culturally, a peril which lasted from prior to 

the Napoleonic Wars to long after them (Colley, Britons 5). Indeed, James Eli Adams has argued 

that the British relied heavily on the French to determine what their own identity was by 

comparison (70). Aside from the territorial disputes that led to many of the Anglo-French wars, 

another particularly significant factor contributing to the British dissimilarity with the French 

was its geographical isolation. As an island nation, Britain was forced to create a unified identity 

from the peoples dwelling within her, an identity that was reinforced by constantly looking 

across the Channel and seeing, as well as imagining, all the things that she was not (Colley, 

Britons 17). The external threat from a much larger France, coupled with such geographical 

isolation, was decisive in helping end, at least for the most part, the centuries of internal division 

that had plagued Britain in the fonn of quarreling Scotland, Wales, and England (Colley, Britons 

164). Although physical danger from France largely ceased after the Napoleonic Wars (Colley, 

Britons 324), the French threat nevertheless persisted. 

The political consequences of the Napoleonic Wars would continue into the Victorian era. 

The British people were constantly reminded of their victory, and hence of their purported 

superiority, over the French in the continued public presence of the Duke of Wellington through 

the mid-century, as well as in the celebration of Waterloo Day every year until at least 1852 
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(Lnngmuir 168). In additi on to these persistent political effects, many Bri ti sh trave lers to France 

around the turn of the nineteenth century remarked upon the similarly steady cu ltu ra l character of 

the French, who "remained constant in their very fickleness" (Wellington 38). Rather than 

changing along with the numerous technological and political shifts of the early nineteenth 

century, the 'bad ' character of the French was perceived by many, including Mary 

Wollstonecraft, as unchanging. This, of course, necessitated that Britain continue to resist the 

French cultural influence, lest its own populace be contaminated by it (Wellington 48) . 

This French cultural influence was believed to pertain to both men and women. While 

many Victorians worried that the morals of young Englishwomen were being polluted by the 

French (Colley, Britons 241), others were concerned with how easily Englishmen in contact with 

the French seemed to lose touch with the purportedly virile and manly masculinity so long 

associated with the British. British men were increasingly influenced by the French in their 

man11erisms, behavior, and dress, despite the traditional desire to separate the effeminate French 

from themselves as distinctly Other (Colley, Britons 165). Because the British have long 

portrayed themselves as a blunt and straightforward culture, two traits that were heavily 

associated with men for countless generations, the growing French influence on them proved 

problematic. These masculine traits were also in opposition to what the British perceived as 

fundamentally female traits, such as vanity and a shallow sophistication. Notably, the French 

were often characterized by such supposedly feminine characteristics (Colley, Britons 252). 

Even more dangerous than the possible incursion of French cultural values, however, was 

the pervasive revo lutionary spirit and ideals that originated in France and led to the fateful 

upri sings of 1789 there. Not onl y did these revolutionary ideals inspire insurrections and 
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rC\·nlutions across Europe th roughout the nineteenth century, but they also fo und their way in to 

the hea11 of Britain itse lf. The number of slave rebellions that took place in Britain 's holdings 

abroad prior to the abolition of slavery has been well documented, such as occurred in Jamaica, 

Oemerara, and Barbados in the early nineteenth century. There were in addition a vast number of 

smaller revolts that have not yet been fully investigated, although the rebellions gradually grew 

in size over time up until emancipation (Higman 393-4). The unrest, however, was often much 

closer to home for the British. The insurrections of most direct significance to Britain would 

occur in France, Ireland, and in their own realm in the form of the Chartist movement. 

Thomas Carlyle and Edmund Burke seemed more aware than most British citizens of the 

various causes of such revolutions, and their respective works The French Revolution in 183 7 

and Reflections on the Revolution in France in 1790 attempted to advise British readers how to 

avoid such insurrections in their own country. Carlyle places the responsibility for the original 

French Revolution with individuals from every class, insisting that each class should have been 

more concerned with France as a whole rather than with only their own needs (58). In telling his 

readers this, Carlyle attempts to warn his British readers to take care of their own country. It has 

even been suggested that the reason Carlyle wrote so much of The French Revolution in the 

present tense was to show how the effects and aftermath of the revolution were still present in the 

England of 1837 (Ryals 932). Burke too, although writing some decades before Carlyle and the 

Victori an peri od, attempted to warn British readers in a manner similar to Carlyle. He condemns 

the chaotic freedom the French began to engage in following the beginning of the revolution, 

assert ing that onl y a "manl y, moral , regulated liberty" should be seen as desirable (7) . Indeed, 



Burke goes so for as to write of the French: "Their liberty is not libera l. Their science is 

presumptuous ignorance. Their humanity is savage and brutal" (118). 

7 

Furthem1ore, just as Charlotte Bronte would write years later in 1848 of her concern that 

the same insutTections plaguing France would occur in England, so too did Burke forecast the 

destructive impact that the French Revolution might have on Great Britain. Burke emphasizes 

the deep connection between F ranee and the rest of Europe as potentially dangerous (I 18-9), and 

he also stresses the importance of taking preventative action in England rather than waiting for 

the worst to happen, as it did in F ranee (I 0-11 ). "At home we behold similar beginnings," Burke 

writes. "We are on our guard against similar conclusions" (157). The "similar conclusions" were, 

of course, still a menace in the England of the Brontes, perhaps particularly so because Burke's 

attempts to warn his fellow Englishmen about the dangers of the French Revolution coming to 

their own shores went unheeded by many of them. This would lead Sir James Graham in 1843 to 

bemoan the fact that unlike other European countries, England had failed to learn from France's 

example and had continued instead on the same path to destruction rather than educating her 

people about how properly to conduct themselves (Hammond 192). 

Graham 's assessment that the other countries of Europe had learned from the French 

Revolution, however, would be proven wrong only a few years later in the multitude of 

revoluti ons that swept across Europe in 1848. Although the events of 1848 occurred after the 

writing and publication of both Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights , the spirit and ideals leading up 

to thi s year must nevertheless be examined in order to understand the historical context of these 

novels properl y. Many Engli shmen and women believed these revolutionary ideals to have 

alread y in vaded England , as manifested in the French revolutionaries' impact on Iri sh rebels and 
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Fngli sh Ch::i ,1ists (, a\·illc 2) . For example, not onl y did a crowd of united Iri shmen and Charti sts 

greet word of the 1848 French Revolution with cheers, but both groups also generall y alli ed 

themselves with the French agitators, often quite openly (Thompson 216). Most British citi zens, 

on the other hand, reacted to the news of the 1848 revolution as Charlotte Bronte did in her letter 

to a friend mentioned earlier. 

The Irish coru1ection to the French Revolution is integral to an understanding of the 

Brontes' novels, as they were oflrish descent themselves. Ever since England began to dominate 

Ireland, the fonner had feared a collaboration between the latter and France a fear which was not 
' 

ungrounded considering the two countries' mutual Catholic identities and hatred of England. 

Rather than attempting to pacify the Irish, however, the English exacerbated the situation by 

continually treating the Irish as inferior human beings. Even the Irish Rebellion of 1798 

apparently had but negligible impact on English policies towards the Irish. English attitudes 

towards the Irish in fact seem to have grown more calloused. 

While the English still feared the Irish, they refused to treat them as fellow citizens, 

which would prove so disastrous in the infamous Irish Potato Famine, lasting from 

approximately 1845 to 1852. Although English politicians did little to counteract the horrors of 

the Famine, the country of England itself offered a possibility of escape to the Irish who could 

manage to emi grate there. There are no exact numbers for how many Irish poured into England 

during the years of the famine , but rough estimates put the number at around 500,000 during the 

peri od spanning J 84 1-185 1. Liverpool saw perhaps the greatest influx oflrish, but the si tuation 

that awa ited the immigrants there was often little better than the one they had left behind in 

Ireland . Frequent ly, they faced the same poverty and hunger in both countries (Hammond 23-4) . 



It seems on ly narural. then , to assume that the situation of lreland and the Irish we ighed heav il y 

on Emily Bronte·s mind, fo r although Wuthering Heights is set largely prior to the nineteenth 

century. it was composed between 1845 and 1846, coinciding with the beginnings of the Potato 

Famine. 

9 

Ireland was perceived as a threat to England for more than just the possibility of her 

all ying with France, however. The frequent political coalition between the Irish and the Chartists 

in England alarmed the English with increasing urgency throughout the first half of the 

nineteenth century (Saville 93), nor was the increasing violence of both groups lightly dismissed 

(Saville 11 7). In fact, the deplorable Irish Coercion Act of 1833 may have even served as a key 

impetus in the ri se of the Chartist movement (Thompson 19). This Coercion Act covered a 

variety of legislation, most notably the refusal to give accused criminals the right of a trial by 

jury (Bardon). It should therefore not come as a surprise that the increased number of 

transplanted Irish in England frightened the English, who saw the threat of both Chartism and 

revolutionary France being cultivated by these immigrants. The rapid influx of poor, hungry, and 

unhappy Iri sh into England was thus frightening not only for the chance ofrevolution that they 

brouoht with them but also for their alliance with other menacing movements such as Chartism. 
b ' 

In addition to Ireland, France too served as continual inspiration for the Chartist 

movement, as the Engli sh working-class participants often looked to repeated French 

revolutionary events for encouragement (Saville 55). In addition to sharing many of the same 

idea ls as the French revolutionaries, English Chartists also shared the Continental rebels' zea l for 

the new French Republic. Their shared eagerness manifested itself particularly in one of the 

Chart ists' popu lar mottoes: " France has the Republic, England shall have the 
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Chart er·· (Thompson 3 11 ). ot unexpectedly, many ngli shmen deep ly feared Charti sm, for its 

o,,n merit. as ,,·ell as for its connecti ons with Ireland and France. Indeed, Carlyle wrote of hi s 

fi1111 be li ef that "[t]hese Charti sms, Radicalism, Reform Bill , Tithe Bill . .. are our French 

Revo lu tion" (qtd . in J. Adams 75). Chartism was perceived as particularly dangerous because of 

its ab ili ty to unite numerous and sometimes opposing forces into a single movement (Hammond 

268). The Engli sh aristocracy 's fear of Chartism turning violent was realized several times 

during the movement's lifetime, though perhaps most of all in the Newport Rising of I 839. 

Instead of executing the leaders of the Rising, which likely would have led to much greater 

bloodshed, the British had them transported for life, largely quelling the small revolts that had 

begun in the West Riding of Yorkshire following their arrest (Thompson 84). 

It is of no small importance that the West Riding was also home to the Bronte family, nor 

should it be ignored that only in 1848, a year after the publication of Wuthering Heights and Jane 

Eyre, did the Chartist movement truly begin to fade (Thompson 299). Thus, while the Bronte 

sisters were composing their novels, the Chartist movement was still very much a real force and 

a genuine revolutionary threat in England, particularly in the specific area that they inhabited. 

Indeed, only a few years before the Brontes wrote their famous novels, there was a Chartist plan 

to convert one of the Chartist Conventions into an English version of the French National 

Assembly, thereby transferring governmental power into the hands of the nation 's workers. In 

her descripti on of this 1842 pl an, Thompson notes that the strategy incorporated both Iri sh 

politi ca l structures and French insurgent policies, again emphasizing the link that existed 

b · · d d gerous by the Victorian British (3 19). etween these three movements, a lmk perceive as an 
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To,,·ns and vi II ages in the We t Riding had long advocated reform in the government, so 

,,·hen Cha11ism arose to answer their frustrations, it was widely embraced by most li ving there 

(Thompson 13). Hali fax, a town only about ten miles from the Brontes ' home in Haworth , saw 

frequent conflicts between so ldiers and Chartists, as well as a number of Chartist arrests 

(Thompson 292). In addition, the West Riding as a whole was host to numerous military-style 

training events of Chartist workers (Eagleton, My ths 45). Eagleton perhaps best expresses the 

intimate connection of Chartism with the Bronte sisters in his book Myths of Power: 

They [the Brontes] lived, in short, through an aspect of the events which Karl Marx 

described in Capital as the most horrible tragedy of English history. Their childhood 

witnessed machine-breaking; their adolescence Reform agitation and riots against the 

ew Poor Law; their adulthood saw the Plug strikes and Chartism . .. Sir Charles Napier, 

Governor of the Northern Division headquarters at Halifax, ... wrote in 1841 that 'Every 

element of a ferocious civil war is boiling in the district. ' (3) 

The Brontes, then, grew up surrounded by this social turbulence, and the links between the 

Charti sm around them and the Irish and French revolutionary movements would not have passed 

by them unobserved. 

For the Brontes, however, it was more than simply a matter of being surrounded by a 

society so marked by inner tumult. Chartism, as well as the violence that sometimes 

accompani ed it, imprinted itself upon the Brontes in their everyday lives. It was therefore a daily 

reality, not just an atmosphere. Although his conscience sometimes led him to side with the 

· · k B 1·· tl1e girls' father also stood against the workers ra ther than with the employers, Patnc ron e, ' 

· ·u fi rtunate ly thi s frequently led to bad v. orkc rs when he deemed them to be in the wrong. 11 0 ' 



fccl111gs hct,, ccn himself and the worker , and he began to carry a gun with him on hi s dail y 

,,·al ks to prc\'cnt any poss ible ra h actions on the part of the workers (Gaskell I : 53). 

12 

Charl otte Bronte too would later recall how one of her teachers Miss Wool er often spoke 
' ' 

of the working-class threat of insurrection early in the nineteenth century. Like many in England 

at the time, Miss Wool er may have sympathized with some of the injustices done to the workers, 

but she also feared what they might do. This fear was only exacerbated by "mysterious nightly 

drillings" and "the muttered threats of individuals too closely pressed upon to be prudent." 

Charlotte 's friend Elizabeth Gaskell would note that Miss Wooler's tales of near-revolutions in 

England "sank deep in to the mind of one, at least, among her hearers" (1: 115). Just how fully 

Charlotte did pay attention to the threats of the revolutionary ideals pouring in from France, will 

be discussed shortly in relation to her novel Jane Eyre . As a precursor to this discussion, 

however, note how seamlessly the threat of Chartist revolution works its way into Charlotte 

Bronte 's famous novel. Jane 's playful teasing of Rochester about rousing his harem against him 

is much more than harmless jolcing. Instead, as Elsie Michie notes, Jane's employment of such 

words as "mutiny" and "charter" points to the very real political events occurring in England at 

the time Jane Eyre was composed (138). While Charlotte was not unsympathetic to Chartist 

orievances she seems to have been much more concerned with first repressing any possible 
b ' 

in surrection , and then, perhaps, extending some sort of help to the defeated rebels (Eagleton, 

My rhs 46). 
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CHAPTER Ill 

An Anglicized Identity 

To unify Briti sh citi zens against such revolutionary tendencies abroad and at home, Briti sh 

politicians focused on the internal similarities of the populace. In their estimation, if the British 

fe lt part of a great nation, they would be less likely to revolt against it. In order to unify Britons 

properly, of course, it first had to be determined what the British had in common that opposed 

the threatening Other and its insurrectionary ideals. The clear British opposition to the French 

has already been mentioned, but it should be noted that one of the most powerful unifying factors 

in Great Britain was also one of the strongest ways in which they saw themselves superior to the 

French: Protestantism. Protestantism was especially important not only because it allowed 

Britain to oppose itself to Catholic France, but it also encouraged a unity among Scotland, Wales, 

and England rather than a continuation of the historical conflicts between these nations (Colley, 

Britons 18). Linda Colley has termed this Protestant unity against Catholic France a kind of 

"English Francophobia" (Britons 25), an apt description for how fears of the external Other 

served as a unifying domestic force . 

Protestantism's opposition to the excesses of Roman Catholicism can also be seen in the 

morali ty that stems from its tenets. Colley describes the French character, as perceived by the 

British, as irrational , self-indulgent, and economically lacking. The British, of course, interpreted 

themse lves as the complete opposite of all these characteristics (Britons 368). As further proof of 

the Briti sh beli ef in their moral superiority, it should be noted that in 1840, Charlotte Bronte 

herse lf wrote a letter to her fri end Ellen Nussey describing a number of French nove ls she had 

, . . . I" (Sh rter 191 ). With wars, rebellions, and 
recent ly read as "clever, soph1 st1cal , and 1mmora 0 
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rcr ·ci \' cd moral corruption occurring in both Continenta l E d 8 · · , · · 
1 
h Id. urope an nta m s 1mpena o mgs, 

it is hard ly surpri sing that the British chose to focus on the internal similariti es they had, such as 

Protestanti sm and its derivati ve morals, thereby clinging to something persistent as the world 

around them changed. 

Whil e the Briti sh clearly defined themselves against the European and the imperial Other 

in contrast to these internal similarities, they also felt a perceived need to separate themselves 

from the potential contamination that both these Others threatened. Part of this stemmed from the 

British characterizations of the peoples of other countries, as we have already seen to a degree in 

the stereotyping of the French character. The text of Jane Eyre itself suggests this stereotyping in 

Rochester's assessment of his foreign mistresses, calling his Italian woman "unprincipled and 

violent"; hi s German mistress "honest and quiet; but heavy, mindless, unimpressive"; and 

describing his French mistress as one who "deserved only scorn" (266, 123). Patrick Brantlinger 

also summari zes the British stereotyping of other nations nicely: "The thieving Italian, the 

volatile Frenchman, the lazy Barbadian complement by contrast the courageous, rollicking 

British tar [sailor]" (50). The brave British man is here held up as superior by virtue of his morals 

and work ethic, but Brantlinger also notes that the British perceived their whiteness as giving 

them superiority as well. The ' purity ' and whiteness of British Anglo-Saxons constantly renewed 

their sense of supremacy, particularly as they encountered a more obviously racial Other in the 

supposedly ev il and weak black inhabitants of the British Empire (8l). 

· ·d h B "(sh viewed their white Anglo-Saxon ln add ition to its being a pomt of pn e, t e n 1 

h · · 1·a·fi d their sense of uniqueness, as well as entagc as another aspect of their identity that so 1 1 ie 

h . . f h • e Saxon blood in mind, it was 1 cir sense of superi ority. With the sanctity o t etr pur 
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111 ,urponablc for the Briti . h at the time to think of mi xing wit!, d k I h · 11 . any ar er race, w 1et er soc1a y 

or ,c:xua ll\' (Brantlinger 22-3), fo r fear of racial 'contamination , Wh 'I fth d f 
• - . 1 e some o e anger o 

racial contamination was believed to stem from the lower wo k. 1 · B · · 
1 

· , r mg c asses m ntis 1 society, 

\\ hi ch were seen a less pure, the largest threat manifested itself in the native women of 

imperiali zed countries . Although any interracial sexual relations between whites and non-whites 

were viewed as dangerous, relations between white men and non-white women were particularly 

fri ghtening to the Victorians. Such relations were said to pose the hazard of disease, but more 

importantly, such interactions supposedly exposed the white men to "debased sentiments, 

immoral procli vities and extreme susceptibility to decivilized states" (McClintock 48) . 

Although the British were adept at defining their own identity in its various facets of 

Protestantism, morality, and Anglo-Saxon blood, it seems they were less sure about what to do 

with the presence of the Others already in their homeland and their imperial holdings. This 

fore ign presence was sometimes physical but often simply cultural. Given the British Empire 's 

reach and Britain 's status as a European country, it is only natural that such foreign influences 

should have worked their way into the nation. Realistically, it was impossible to expel all foreign 

persons and influences. Thus, Britain was faced with the choice of assimilating these foreign 

presences into their British identity or allowing them to continue unchecked. By anglicizing 

these influences, the potential threat they represented would be minimized. 

· · I 1· · t. 1·sted both at home and abroad in the Foreign presences 111 need of sue 1 ang 1c1za ion ex 

E · · · h ntries imperialized by Britain. As non-mp1re, but they were perhaps more obv10us 111 t e cou 

I: · I I · T ed their foreign influence was seen as uropean peoples were viewed as mherent y ess c1v1 iz , 

· · - , , British citizens who lived in constant 
Particularly dangerous because 1t could corrupt proper 
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con tact " ·ith these r eoplc . These presences therefore were 1· d f 
1
. · · d' · · h , , n nee o ang 1c1za t1 on to 1m1111s 

their threat. It was believed that through frequent exposui·e and ad] t E 1erence o uropean, 

rartieu larly British , culture, these non-white peoples could be , · -
1
• d , h h · come more c1v1 1ze , t oug 1t 

was doubted if they would ever reach a full y civilized stage (Brantlinger 6). 

Foreign influences within the Mother Country, however, were just as important. 

Raymond Chapman has commented on how the Irish, viewed by many English as "human 

chimpanzees" (96), were long seen as a dangerous foreign element within Great Britain. He 

argues that despite this English fear, the Irish were gradually accepted in British society so long 

as they suppressed what the English saw as their native urges (95). In contrast to Chapman's 

argument, McClintock 's presentation oflrish stereotypes suggests that the Irish were far from 

being accepted in British society. Her reasoning must be examined, particularly since Charlotte 

and Emily Bronte were the daughters of an Irishman. While the danger of the Irish uniting with 

the English Chartists has already been mentioned, McClintock demonstrates how threatening the 

Irish were simply by their very existence. She points out that because the Irish were as white as 

the English, a way to di stinguish them from the 'superior' Anglo-Saxons had to be found that did 

not involve skin color. Most often, this came to involve the 'uncivilized' Irish accent and the 

percei ved lack of order within Irish households (52-3). The otherness oflreland was so 

pronounced by virtue of its largely Catholic population, its strange accent, its physical distance 

from England, and its constant rebellions, that even when it was officially a part of Great Britain, 

it was still viewed as a dangerous foreign land by the British (Colley, Britons S). 

f h · t'onality many Irish men and women In response to the perceived otherness o t eir na 1 , 

· · · · · d t mask their Irish roots. One such man 
attem pted to adopt a di stinctly Engli sh 1dent1ty 111 or er 0 
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\, .. 1, P:itrid l3rontc . Charlott e· fa ther who was bon, 1·n oui,ty Do · I I d ti f , . , wn 111 re an , 1c son o one 

Hugh Brunt)'. Patri ck was in fac t born on St. Patrick 's Day in 1777, and hi s Irish heritage, like 

hi birthday. wou ld prove to be something from which he could never quite escape. After finally 

saving enough money, Patri ck left Ireland when he was 25 years old and began studying at 

Cambri dge (Shorter 22-3). While at Cambridge, he quickly changed his surname to Bronte, 

which was decidedly less reminiscent of Ireland and more evocative of elite European 

connections (Eagleton, My ths 9). Both Patrick and his daughters, however, continued to face 

discrimination for being Irish in spite of their best attempts to conform to an English identity. For 

example, although Patrick was able to purge the Irish brogue from his own accent (Gaskell 1 :35), 

Charlotte still possessed a decidedly Irish accent during her years at school, an 'unfortunate ' trait 

that Anne Longmuir associates with Charlotte 's exclusion from Englishness and a uniquely 

Engli sh identity ( 165). Even Patrick's adoption of an English accent, however, failed to save him 

from social exclusion, as the inhabitants of his Haworth parish never allowed him to forget bis 

Irish roots (Eagleton, Heathcliff 2). 

Thus Charlotte Bronte 's awareness of her own otherness at school led her, as it had led 
' 

her father previously, to anglicize herself as much as possible. While many of the Irish who tried 

to anglicize themselves in order to fit better into English society did not wholly succeed, a 

number of them did at least succeed enough not to be ostracized by it. Even several decades after 

the pub li cati on of Jane Eyre, thi s was still a common occurrence, as can be seen in the case of 

Oscar Wilde, who purposefully eradicated both his Irish accent and identity, adopting an 

.. . f h E r h themselves (Pearce 57). Although affected Englishness" that fa r surpassed that o t e ng is 

.. . . II . es of her Iri sh heritage from her personal 
Bron te may have been less successful 111 erasmg a tiac · 
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1 fc her \\T1ting of .lane f rrc demon trates the p f . . . 
1 • rocess O anglic1za t1on. Jane's adoption of a 

d··tincth· Briti sh identity sugge ts her author 's O d . . . . 
•~ · wn eSire to be assimilated into British society, 

and Jane·s subsequent anglicization of Rochester and Ad ' 1 . d. 
e e m 1cates a wholehearted belief in 

the superiority of such an identi ty. In the followin g cha t 1 fi d 
P er, .1rst emonstrate how Jane herself 

assumes the anglicized identi ty that l have just outlined incl d. h h d . , u mg . ow er omg so echoes 

Bronte 's own attempts to conform to a British identity. I then show how Jane furthers the spread 

of anglicization by redeeming Rochester and Adele from the corrupted identities that they have 

gained through their association with foreign elements within the text. 

In contrast to her sister, Emily Bronte seems to have been more struck by her father 's 

exclusion from English society than she was by the possibility of she and her family becoming 

part of it. Her invention of Heathcliff can, in fact, be seen on one level as the re-creation of the 

Engli sh typecasting of her father as a savage Irishman. While there are many different theories 

concerning Heathcliff's racial background, the most convincing and the one which I will argue 

casts Heathcliff as an Irishman, and the similarities between Heathcliff and Patrick Bronte should 

not go unnoticed. For example, Patrick Bronte may have escaped the terrible situation of living 

in Ireland, but he would never have been permitted to escape his racially Irish roots (Michie 

132). Similarl y, Heathcliff's return to the Heights after several years of absence shows that he 

has outwardl y become a gentleman, just as Patrick outwardly conformed to English societal 

standards once he left Ireland. Heathcliff, however, was only concealing his true savage 

0 h . . ·1 E ·1 rely did not see her father in thi s 
t emess beneath a veneer of respectabili ty. Wh1 e im Y su 

1
. h h y Engli shmen interpreted Patrick 
ig t, ~he must have known that thi s would have been ow man 

B Wi ti ering Heights that fo llows my 
rontc and all other ' an gli cized' Iri sh. In the chapter on u 1 



1f /c111c F,-n·. I c,amme the ample force of HeathclifT in mily Bronte's n vel. ot 
l 

-11,, ll1!1 l . 
l I~ .. 

I , -1, ·iractcr around whom the action of the novel i almost entirely built, but he is ·,hct1C .. l,nl: ,. 

!C
ly dc~picablc and ympathetic, all while destroying the society around him. I first 

1.1 ~11cn1a , 
3 ~l •• 

·I . Heathcliff' origin are responsible for his destructive influence before looking at the 
5rudY " 1

) 

. . in which he ruin the anglicized society that he has infiltrated. Finally, 1 tum my 
pe ,fie ,, ay 

. which. if any, characters escape the influence of Heathcliff's foreign presence. 
anennon to 
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CHAPTER IV 

French Superficiality and West Indian Depravity· Th T . . 
· e ammg of Foreign Forces in Jane Eyre 

Although England may be the setting for Jane E · · 
yre, it is nevertheless an England heavily 

•nfluenced and threatened by the foreign elements within ·t B c d . . 
1 1 • e1ore un erstandmg the precise 

ways in which Jane opposes these foreign influences and values i·n the text t fi 1· , we mus lfSt rea 1ze 

bow un-anglicized Jane is at the beginning of the novel as well as h h • bl c , ow s e 1s a e to re1orm, or 

anglicize, herself. Only after anglicizing herself is she able to address the problems she 

encounters in Adele and Rochester. Because Jane begins the novel in an already corrupt 

environment, the Reed household, an examination of the Reeds ' traits is necessary. 

The three Reed siblings are markedly different, but each of them represents a perversion 

of some aspect of the British identity. I have already mentioned bow the British perceived 

themselves as highly masculine, and in some ways, John Reed seems to fit this image. At the 

same time, however, John distorts British masculinity by becoming a violent bully rather than 

simply a powerful male figure. Jane remarks, "He bullied and punished me .. . continually; 

every nerve I had feared him" (8). His dissipation into a life of "wild" living and "strange 

ways" ( 188) represents the warping of British manhood; what should be a strong, authoritative 

life turns into a cruel, controlling one. 

Eliza Reed also perverts an aspect of Britishness, but whereas her brotber twiSted proper 

. . . ( On the surface, Eliza's appearance rnasculm1ty, Eliza represents a disfigurat10n of Protestan ism. 

. " h plainness of a straight-skirted, 
may seem similar to the older Jane 's, what with t e extreme 

bl " . b d away from the temples" (194). 
ack stuff dress" that she wears, along with her half com e 

Jan . . " hich could also aptly be applied to Jane 's 
e even describes her appearance as "puntamcal, w 
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1 oks. Eliza, however, possesses none of the admirabl 1. . . 
o e qua ities that will later come to 

1 
racterize Jane 's Protestantism. Instead Eliza b " 11 c 1a ' as a sa ow face and severe mien" (I 94), 

. dicating that she bas transformed Protestantism ti . . 
JD rom a moral guide mto a bleak duty. Jane 

. fonns us later that Eliza's version of Protestantism b . . 
JD causes er to Jorn a French convent, where 

she .can have no positive impact on the world but will instead "b 11 d . 
e wa e up ahve" (206). Not 

only does this indicate a lack of true religion as she refuses t b b 1. f , o use er e 1e s to help others, but 

it also shows one of the 'worst' things that could happen to a Victorian p t t t . ro es an : convertmg to 

Catholicism and more than that, French Catholicism. 

Georgiana Reed, in addition to being so opposite in character to her serious sister, almost 

seems as though she fits the conventional image of a Victorian domestic angel , well-dressed and 

sociable but desiring no more than to be married and have children. Indeed, she is externally 

beautiful, a kind of blonde precursor to Blanche Ingram, and even the servants are charmed by 

her "long curls and her blue eyes, and ... [her] sweet colour" (21 ). The truth , however, is that 

Georgiana's shallowness of character signals her as having been influenced by French cultural 

va lues. Just as the French were perceived as overly concerned with artifice and superficiality, so 

too is Georgiana, as can be seen in Bronte 's description of her "interweaving her curls with 

artificial flowers and faded feathers" (24). She will eventually blossom into a beautiful young 

woman, but she fails to gain any depth of character. Even when her motber is dying, Georgiana 

still takes care that her dress is "stylish" as well as impeccable (I 94), undoubtedly an influence 

f . lr d ointed out the pervasiveness of 
rom the purportedly frivolous French. Lmda Colley has a ea Y P 

Fr . h A erican Revolution, in both men and 
encb dress m British society that lasted well beyond t e m 

w0 h couture it was to signal their own 
rnen . In many cases, when men and women wore Frenc ' 
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j'tisll1 - The elaborate nature of these fashions also prohib . t d h . 
e 1 1 e t ese elites from engaging in any 

. d of work while wearing them, another symbol of th . 
kin eir supposed superiority (Britons 165-6). 

Because Jane grows up in such a world of artifice and sloth she w·11 ·1 I 
, 1 necessan y ater have to 

purge herself of such French corruption in order to assume a wholly English identity. 

Jerome Beaty maintains that Jane is unquestionably · h 
supenor to t e Reeds (189). While 

she may begin the novel as innately superior to them, however, she certainly does not exhibit the 

traits that make her so, as her older self will. She may feel herself better than the Reeds initially, 

but it is only when she has learned to tame her own passions that she truly becomes worthier than 

them. Beaty points out that Jane 's outspoken defiance of Aunt Reed would have been deeply 

disturbing to Victorian readers, contrasting the often applauded modem interpretation of her 

defiance as being heroic and passionate (I 91 ). This excess of passion was decidedly un-British, 

albeit in response to equally un-British excesses of shallowness and violence. Another instance in 

the novel cited by Beaty that appeals to modem readers but likely fri ghtened Victorians, is Jane's 

first conversation with Mr. Brocklehurst. While Mr. Brocklehurst is no shining beacon of 

Protestant purity, Jane 's initial encounter with him shows that she too is far from the desired 

Protestanti sm so necessary to the British identity. Jane tells Mr. Brocklehurst that she is 

detem1ined to eschew hell simply by staying alive and that she is not fond of the entire Bible, 

both appalling admissions to Victorian readers (192). 

. h h d and actions is all the more Young Jane's constant vehemence, m bot er wor s ' 

su · • . . • of the British manifested itself partly 
rpnsing given her gender. While the supposed supenonty 

in h h F nch lacked, this restraint was 
t e self-control that Continental Europeans, such as t e re ' 

Parti . f course far from representative of a 
cularly expected of British women. Young Jane is, 0 ' 
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child who will grow up to be a Victorian angel of the house. Indeed, she is referred to at various 

"mad cat" with "shocking condu t" (9) " times as a c , an underhand little thing" ( 10), 

"wicked" (13), "the most wicked and abandoned child ever reared under a roof' (23) , and a 

"precocious actress" possessing "virulent passions, mean spirit, and dangerous duplicity" ( 14). 

Abbot, one of the servants in the Reed house, goes so far as to suspect Jane of being an 

"infantine Guy Fawkes" (21 )- We cannot ignore all the implications that accompany this 

comment. To Victorians, a reference to Guy Fawkes would conjure images of a destructive 

Catholic attempting to blow up Parliament. ot only would such a Catholic threat be associated 

with both France and Ireland, but it would also be linked with the revolutionary movements in 

both countries. Furthermore, thoughts of Irish rebellions would hold direct significance fo r the 

British, against whom these rebellions were directed. For Charlotte Bronte to allow a character to 

ca ll her heroine a kind of Guy Fawkes is remarkable, and it signals young Jane a a distinctly 

non-Engli sh force that must be tamed. 

lor does Jane protest Aunt Reed's classification of her a pa ionate, though she does 

obJ·ect in a "savaoe" voice to bein o called deceitful (3 1 ). Jane admits that as a child, she had a 
' 0 , 0 

· · · JI h ono it was for her to respond to the passionate nature too eas ily stirred to anger, as we as ow wr o 

. . 1 Aft h r confrontation with Aunt Reed, v1olence and superficiali ty of the Reeds with equa rage. er e 

J . ,, 1 · al venoeance (3 1 ). Although Jane 
ane fee ls as though she "had been p01 soned by 1er immor 0 

. 1 · I e has yet to meet an example 
realizes that both she and the Reeds are wrong in their be ,avwrs, s 1 

. . . . ~ that matter, should comport herself. 
of how a proper Engli shwoman, or any Bnt1sh citizen or 

tino influence of the Reeds in her 
Thus, even when Jane is freed from the corrup 0 

I ·t that have developed within her 
enrollment at Lowood School, the passionate and immora trai s 
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t still be coJTected. It is at Lowood however th t J , . 
mus ' ' a ane s negative qualities will begin to be 

~ nned through the influence of Helen Bums and M. T 
re O iss emple. Jane 's early interactions with 

Helen serve as evidence that Jane's fiery nature must still b . . 
e tamed. When Helen 1s pumshed and 

made to stand in the middle of the schoolroom Jane cannot d d 
' un erstan why Helen takes her 

di scipline "so quietly- so firmly" (43). Soon after this, Jane confesses her belief to Helen that 

"[w)hen we are struck at without a reason, we should strike back again very hard" (4S). Helen 

responds calmly by telling her that she will learn better as she grows up, for she is now "but a 

little untaught girl" ( 48). Jane does indeed learn the proper, moral British way to express her 

feelings, and Helen will prove instrumental in this development. 

Helen fascinates Jane from their first meeting, at which time Jane cannot under tand why 

Helen would want to read a serious book like Rasselas. Jane even remarks how borino Rasselas 
0 

seems to her because it includes "nothing about fairies , nothing about genii ; no bright 

variety" ( 42). For her own reading, Jane prefers book that make her think of foreign land uch 

as Iceland and Siberia, as well as those with strange pictures of hip , wrecked boats, and a 

.. black, homed thing seated aloof on a rock, surveying a di stant crowd surrounding a 

ga llows" (6). These images are quite alien for a young English girl and demonstrate an unhealthy 

interest in the foreion when Jane should instead be reading wholesome works like Rasselas. 
b ' 

N . . h d R /as continues when Helen is evertheless, Jane 's interest in the senous girl w o rea s asse 

b · I t" no so steadfastly with her eyes emg punished, and she wonders what Helen can be contemp a 1 0 ' 

.. 1 th oer oirl that she often loses 
turned in, gone down into her heart" ( 44). Helen tel s e youno 0 

h . . d that Jane should comport herself 
erself in contemplations of her eternal borne m Heaven an 

rno . . . declares her doctrine of only loving 
re accordmg to such Christian prmc1ples. When Jane 
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who love her and submitting to punishment I h . . 
those on y w en it is deserved, Helen admonishes 

. "Heathens and savage tribes hold that doctrine· b t Chri . . .. 
her. ' u strnns and c1vil1sed nations disown 

·r" (49). According to Helen Bums, then, young Jane 's ph ·I h . d . . . 
1 1 osop Y 1s ec1dedly un-Bntisb and 

would more appropriately belong to one of the uncivilized countries. B . . , . . 
m ntam s 1mpenal 

holdings. Helen subsequently takes on the responsibility of show· J h . . 
mg ane ow a proper Bntish 

woman should behave, which Jane acknowledges in her love for Helen 's "pure society" (66). So 

far does Helen 's calming influence extend that while Jane is distressed by the knowledge that 

Helen is dying, she quietly accepts her friend 's death rather than violently protesting it. 

In addition to her friend Helen, Jane is also heav ily influenced by Miss Temple during her 

time at Lowood. While Helen teaches Jane acceptance and resignati on, Miss Temple instills the 

principles of refinement, propriety, and neat11ess in Jane by virtue of her example ( 40). Miss 

Temple always has kind words for the girls at Lowood and gently corrects their fau lts, a behavior 

that Jane will later emulate in her interactions with Adele. When Miss Temple leaves Lowood 

around eight years after Jane 's arrival, Jane feels her absence sharply because, a she says, 

"[M iss Temple] had stood me in the stead of mother, governess, and, latterly, companion ' (7 1 ). 

Not only did Jane learn most of her career skills from Miss Temple, but she also "imbibed from 

her something of her nature and much of her habits : more ham1onious thoughts · · · better

regulated feelings .. . an allegiance to duty and order" (7 1 ). Jane describes herself at this point in 

h · d d h cter· ' (71) Miss Temple's er hfe as "quiet," "content," and "a disciplined and sub ue c ara · 

s I· • . . R d's While Georoiana draws her 
op 11st1 cat1on, then, is markedly different from Georgiana ee · 0 

s . . 1 nners Miss Temple grounds hers in 
ense of superiority from her elaborate dress and artificia ma ' 

a rnora] ascendancy. 
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Jane's desire to be a moral Englishwoma · . 
n is motivated by more than just her wish to 

ulate Miss Temple. Jerome Beaty takes note of ho - 1 d . 
ern w iso ate Jane 1s from the rest of society; 

even as a young girl , she is alienated from her cousins and aunt b th . 1 
Y eir crue ty to her (174). She 

thus learns that to be loved, she must behave in a manner acceptabl t B . . h . . 
e o ntis society. Miss 

Ternple shows Jane how to do this, but she also demonstrates how t dh .. o a ere to proper Bnt1sh 

morals at the same time, morals which many British ari stocrats had lo t J 
1 s . ane consequent y 

becomes the epitome of a moral Protestant youn o woman from her "Q k t · ,, 
0 , ua er nm appearance 

(11 0) and her "genteel" bearing as "quite a lady" (78) to her valuing piritual riches more than 

material ones. As Jane says after she has been at Lowood for some time, ··1 would not now have 

exchanged Lowood with all its privations, for Gateshead and its daily luxurie ,. (63), a harp 

contrast to her ea rli er avowal that she "should not li ke to belong to poor people."' no maner how 

lov ing they were (20). Moreover, Jane 's wholehearted embrace of her new angli cized identity 

explains in part her terror at the thought of having to go to Ireland to ··undertake the education of 

the fi ve daughters of Mrs. Di onysius O'Gall , of Bitternutt Lodge. Connaught'. (214). While she 

also hates the thought of being so far away from Rochester, the thought of moving to Ireland is 

all the more hon·i fy ing because the Victori an Engli sh would have seen Ireland as an 

·unciv ilized' and 'savage' country, to which no respectable Engli sh citi zen would want to travel. 

I · ·· I I · 1 ·oman .. o ·GaW and her home tis hardly surnrisin o then that Charlotte Bronte names t 1e ns 1\\ 
t' t,, ' 

.. B · · f th ain and unpleasanrnes that would 
ittenrntt Lodge," two monikers highly suggesti ve O e P 

accompany an English citizen who was forced to move to Ireland· 

. . . assionate nature throughout the rest of 
Jane wi ll continue to struggle with her mherently P 

the . within herself, she continues to do so 
nove l, but now that she has learned how to subdue it 
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d ill in fact share this knowledge with Adele d R 
an w an ochester. The 'savage' Jane has embraced 

er British behavior, and although she has been t d b 
prop ame Y the examples of Helen and Miss 

T Pie her passion will still occasionally materiali lb . b . . 
em ' ze, a e1t nefly. For mstance, when she 

Ids herself for believing that Rochester could love h h 
sco er rat er than Blanche Ingram, Jane 

d mands of herself, "Order! No snivel! - no sentiment'_ 1 • 
e · no regret. I will endure only sense and 

solution" (I 3 7). Later, a similar slip in Jane's firm control f h . . 
re O er passion comes m her refusal 

of St John 's marriage proposal. She uses language that St John charact • " . 1 . · enzes as v10 ent, 

unfeminine, and untrue" (351 ). Overall , however, Jane adheres to her new quiet, subdued, and 

moral nature with the expectation of thus being more acceptable to Briti h society. Parallels to 

Charlotte and Patrick Bronte 's attempts to quell their own Irish heritage in order to fit better into 

English soc iety would not be amiss. 

With her new identity fim1ly in band, Jane can now begin the process of reforming others 

who have been corrupted by non-British influences. Jane is already at an advantage in this goal 

due to her status as a woman, a gender associated at the time with a refom1ing influence, 

particularly in the domestic sphere (Colley, Britons 239). Women were also said to play an 

important role abroad where their carino and motherly natures were believed to influence the 
' b 

·savages ' in imperialized countries, instructing them by example how to be 'more 

civilized' (lnboden 213). In their own homes, the influence that Briti sh women were believed to 

wield over their husbands and children was especially connected wi th religion. By possessing 

str . . bl k p herself pure, better able to 
ong religious beliefs a woman was believed better a e to ee , 

educa . . d better able to counter widespread 
te the next generation in proper English behavwr, an 

rn 1 . fi to this idea of being the 
a e sexual immorality (Schneewind 113, 115). Jane will con orm 
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ina woman in her interactions witb tbe pro • 
refoJ111 o m1scuous Mr. Rochester, as well as in her 

ae of his ward. 
rutof8o 

The first character Jane encounters in need of 1 . . 
a esson m English morality, then, is Mr. 

R hester 's ward, Adele Varens. From the first moment th d , . . 
oc e rea er meets Adele, It 1s clear that 

he is no docile English girl. A "French dancer 's bastard" (25 7) Ad , 1 . 
s , e e automat1cally has tv-.,0 

•ts working against her; she is illegitimate and at least balf-F h b . tra1 renc , er mother havmg been a 

less than respectable French opera-dancer. The fear of a subtle French intl h. uence encroac mg 

upon England is thus made manifest in Adele, a child who for most of the novel exhibi ts the 

characteristics so closely associated with the French: sloth, immorality, fri voli ty, and vani ty. 

Indeed, Jane's first meeting with the little girl demonstrates both her vani ty and her frivoli ty. The 

cene sees Adele singing a rather scandalous song from an opera in which a woman ha been 

betrayed by her lover. Not only is the subject matter inappropriate for such an "infant singer," but 

the very intonations of "love and jealousy warbled with the li sp of childhood" are, in Jane's 

opi nion, "in very bad taste" (8 7). She has clearly been "carefull y trained" by her mother in both 

song and dance, and this early assessment of Jane's prepares the governess for the difficu lty of 

the task before her- the task of anglicizing Adele. 

' I h th E ali sh despite the fac t that she Even Adele's constant employment of Frenc 1 rat er an no , 

· . . · d ,·th I er character The heavy anti-
is now 111 England, signal the inherent corrupt10n assoc iate v, 1 1 · 

F f h F h Janouaoe as many of the 
rench sentiment of many Briti sh extended to the use O t e renc O O 

' 

Bri h I oe as a sion of sophistication 
ti s upper classes were known to favor the French angua0 0 

(C I F h lanouaoe is evidenced not 0 ley, Britons 165). In Jane Eyre, this employment of the renc O 0 



. the character of little Adele, but also in th .nk. 
onlY in e spn hng of French words throughout the 

nversations among the Ingrams and others of Rochester 's m, t (1 
co 15ues s 51-3). 

In addition to her insistence on speaking Fre h · E , 
nc m ngland, Adele also exhibits a great 

d QTee of French vanity in her behavior. When Adele is oett· d 
ei:, i:, mg rea Y to meet the ladies among 

Rochester's guests, she arranges herself impeccably but decides th t h d . 
a s e nee s to add a smole 

I::> 

fl wer to complete her look. Jane tells her," 'You think too much f , .
1 o o your to1 ette,' Adele, but 
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you may have a flower , ,, ( 145). Jane's acquiescence to Adele 's request suggests the governess's 

understanding that Adele 's vanity about her appearance is only the symptom of a deeper 

character flaw. Rather than treating the symptom, Jane realizes that she must address the root 

cause, and that is Adele 's French heritage. Adele's vanity and self-concern can further be seen in 

her infatuation with "cadeaux," or presents. After Rochester return to Thornfield for the fi rst 

time since Jane has arrived, Adele cannot focus on her les ons because he is so excited. Rather 

than her excitement stemming from joy that her guardian is home, however, she can only think 

of'\vhat presents he had brought her" (IOI ), a telling sign of her shallow character. That 

Rochester indulges his ward 's vanity, of course, is of no small importance, but hi own corrupted 

nature will be addressed later. 

. . d h F ench narcissism The wife and Nor 1s this the first time that Jane has encountere sue r · 

d • · d L d s I ool when Jane was still a aughters of the hypocrite Mr. Brocklehurst once v1s1te owoo c 1 

o I . d fu ,, ti · r "orey beaver hats, then in 
tiir there, and she was struck by their "velvet, silk, an rs, Jel i:, 

~ . [ ] f F ench curl s" (54-5). It is not to 
ashion, shaded with ostrich plumes," and their "false front s O r 

be l' o . h style in addition to being called 10htly di smissed that the curls Jane refers to are a f renc 

''f I fi . J'ty Just as she understood the 
a se," both a styling term and a signal of French super icia I . 
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·d'. ence when she was a little girl between tru 1. . 
d111er ere 1g1on and the false Chri . . 

stiamty of the 
ocklehursts, so too does Jane now comprehend that for , ' 

Br all Adele s references to the "Holy 

. ain" (87), she still lacks the true Protestant morality . . 
Ytro necessary to mspire modesty in dress and 

Portment. This want of morality must be remedied b fi h 
com e ore t e symptoms can truly be fixed. 

There is surely no more fitting individual to correct Adele' . 
s conspicuous French vulgarity than 

the Protestant Jane, who habitually dresses herself in "Quake tri h . 
r m, w. ere there was nothmg to 

etouch- all being too close and plain, braided locks included t d • f d. r , o a mit o 1sarrangement" (I JO). 

The first fault that must be overcome in the French oirl 1·s 11er I · J 
o• azmess. ane notes 

immediately upon the commencement of their lessons that Adele is "disinclined to apply 

[herseln: she had not been used to regular occupation of any kind" (88). Sympathizing with the 

girl , Jane starts their lessons slowly in order to build up Adele 's abili ty to concentrate for 

extended periods of time. Jane's empathy with Adele 's initially fickle nature is in many ways the 

result of her own childhood. In her interactions with Aunt Reed and Mr. Brocklehurst as a child 

Jane demonstrated herself to be both witty and full of passionate feeling, two characteristics 

heavily associated with the French at the time (Wellington 36). Only through the somber 

influence of Helen Burns and Miss Temple was Jane able to overcome these chi ldhood flaws, the 

result of growing up in a household where French artifice and superficiali ty dominated. OW a 

se · . h mber her own fo rmer faults , nous and thoughtful woman, Jane is still young enoug to reme 

311d she thus knows how best to correct Adele's. 

.. ' ttem t to blend into English society 
Just as parallels can be drawn between the Brontes a P 

anct J , . . . b seen in the behavior of 
ane s effort to anglicize herself, so too can simtlanties e 

gove her biography of Charlotte Bronte, 
C rnesses Charlotte Bronte and her creation Jane Eyre. In 
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. beth Gaskell draws attention to the fact that 
E 1tza no matter how frustrating h tud er s ents were, 
h latte never lost her temper. By remaining calm h 1 . C ar . ' s e u t1mately won her pupils over where 

her more volatile governesses tended to fail. lnterestin I G . 
ot , g Y, askell also pomts out that many of 

h e volatile and ineffective teachers were French (2?2) 1 . 
t es · ane too 1s remarkable for her 

nquility in dealing with the lively Adele, and this quiet th h ful . 
tra oug t ness, heavily associated with 

he English national character, is what ultimately redeems Ad, 1 fr h . 
t e e om er French corruption. 

Jane thus recognizes that Adele has been "spoilt and 1·ndul d d h r ge , an t ereiore was 

sometimes wayward," but she is able to begin the correction of her character because there are 

no external influences vying for Adele 's loyalty. Thus, the girl "soon forgot her little freaks, and 

became obedient and teachable .. . [and] made reasonable progress" (92). Freed from the 

corrupt ing influence of France in general and her disreputable mother specifically, Adele makes 

steady improvement under Jane 's sober tutelage. By the end of the novel, Jane can successfu lly 

record how "a sound English education corrected in a great measure her French defects," a well 

as how she grew "docile, good-tempered, and well-principled," all adjectives that can as ea ily 

be applied to the adult Jane as to the grown-up Adele (383). The little Adele who once pranced 

about from excitement over her "cadeaux" thus grows into a helpful and selfless young woman 

largely through the efforts of an equally selfless young woman, one who had previously 

navigated the path to a moral, dependable English identity. 

. db e "teachable," Jane meets her 
Only a few pages after Adele begins to improve an ecom 

, b • 1 still needs more work, she 
next project: the master of Thomfield himself. While Adele O vious y 

is be . . . . . o desires to instill in her. With Adele 
gmning to acquire the moral English 1dent1ty that Jane s 

now h . . . . J ne is freed up enough to begin working 
avmg embarked on her process of anghc1zatwn, a 
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deem Rochester 's corrupt moral character lnt t· 
1 to re · eres mg y pn· 0 t J , . 

' r O ane s amval at Thornfield, 
Rochester bad recognized the need for Adele t . 

even o receive a proper English education to 

nt ber from becoming a woman like her moth H . 
preve er. e explams to Jane, "I e'en took the poor 

h. a out of the slime and mud of Paris, and transplant d • t h 
t !Oo e 1 ere, to grow up clean in the 

holesome soil of an English country garden" (124) He h 
w · seems ere largely unaware of his own 

·mmorality, even though he can see such wickedness in his wa d M . 
1 r • ore 1mportantly, however, 

Rochester does not initially realize that the same woman who will t Ad .1 . re om1 e e will eventually 

redeem him from his own corruption as well. 

Whereas Adele is inherently flawed due to her French nationality, Rochester is English by 

birth, but he has been corrupted by foreign influences. The most important among these foreign 

influences are his first wife, Bertha Mason, and his French mistres Celine Varens thouoh a 
' 0 

number of other Continental European mistresses such as the German Clara and the Italian 

Giac inta also play a minor role . Although Rochester is a genuine Engli hman, he has become 

contaminated through his sexual liaisons with bis foreign wife and mistre es. The popular 

Victorian belief in the inherent superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race encompassed not only its 

perceived purity and whiteness but also implied that any miscegenation automatically corrupts, 

or taints, said Anglo-Saxon purity. According to this view, then, Rochester contaminates himself 

ti . . II th oh his extramarital affairs irough mamage and sex with the West Indian Bertha, as we as rou 0 

w· 11 I · c-. th t R hester is natively English must 1 1 11s French, Gennan, and Italian mistresses. The iact a oc 

be r ·b·1· f his redemption. The same cannot 
emembered, however, because it implies the possi I ity 0 

bes ·ct b (E oleton Mvths 99). 31 of Heathcliff, who is savage through and throug a0 ' , 
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Vl il e Rochester originally went to the West 1 ct· 
v 1 n 1es and marri dB 

e ertha for economic 
it is important to note that he finds his wife in th W . 

reasons, e est Indies rather than in a 

me English country estate. This decision is lik 1 . 1 wholeso e y m arge part due to the association of 

W t Indies with the fulfillment of sexual fantasies B 
the es . ecause the West Indies and other such 

·es at the time allowed for a greater degree of anonym·ty h 
colon1 I t an could be found in England, 

Enalishmen traveled there for this anonymity that led t 
many o o more freedom- sexual, moral, or 

h f\Vise- than was possible in the Mother Country herself (Said 64) F h 
ot e • urt ermore, the very 

.. 1-.abitants of the West Indies, particularly the women of multiple eth · -1- . 
11u1 rnc1 1es, were believed to 

possess greater sexual appetites than their European counterparts, a belief that made the colonies 

even more appealing to young Englishmen in search of easy sexual conquests (J. Adams 166). 

However, while the women of the West Indies were often seen as sexually enthusiastic, 

this very trait also rendered them dangerous. Africa, and by association all those of African 

descent, was deeply connected to this threatening sexuality given the conventional image of 

unres trained and savage African sexual behavior (McClintock 22). Sandra Gilbert points out that 

Bertha 's Creole mother was likely French or Spanish, though her father 's race and therefore her 

exact ethnic makeup is uncertain. It is nevertheless indisputable that Bertha is of multiple races 

due to her heavy association with the West Indies (360). It may thus be safely assumed that from 

at least one side of her family ancestry, Bertha possesses blood from one of the many Africans 

11\ d I connotations of both 10 were brought to the West Indies. The highly dangerous an sexua 

Africa . . h ' exual appetites as described by 11 women and the West Indies are evidenced m Bert a s s 

Roch ino be mainly focuses on how 
eSrer. Although he admits she was once beautiful and charm 0

' 

frighten. 11 Jane "I found her nature wholly 
~ ingly Other she soon revealed herself to be. He te s ' 
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·ne . . . her cast of mind common, low narr ,, 

alien to 1111 . ' ow, and he particularly emphasizes her 

Pensities" that caused him to suffer "all the h'd 
••aiant pro I eous and degrading . . 

0 
. agomes which must 

d a man bound to a wife at once intemperate and unchaste" 
arten (261 ). Thus, not only does his 

. a to Bertha taint Rochester's purity as an Anglo-S 
rnarrtaee axon male, but her infidelity to him 

h disaraces his manhood. The union of Bertha and R h 
furt er e oc ester caused, in his words, "a 

re the most gross, impure, depraved ... [ to be] associated w. th . 
natu I mme, and called by the Jaw 

nd by society a part of me" (261 ). Thus, not only is Rochester corrupted b B rth d . 
a Y e a unng the 

time they live together as man and wife, but her polluting influence on him extends long after be 

has stopped considering her his wife due to the fact that her impurity has become "part of' him. 

Bertha's excesses are seen in more than just Rochester's description of her. The first real 

sight of Bertha that Jane gives the reader is every bit as monstrous as Rochester later describes 

her to be. When Bertha sneaks into Jane's room to tear up her wedding veil , her identity at this 

point still unknown to Jane, the governess describes her as a woman with "a discoloured face- it 

was a savage face . . . the lips were swelled and dark; the brow furrowed ; the black eyebrows 

widely raised over the bloodshot eyes . . [like] the foul German spectre- the Yampyre" (242). 

The obvious racial otherness of this woman later reappears when Rochester shows the wedding 

party his true spouse. It seems only natural that such a "hideous demon" (269) would be 

as · . · n Bertha 's attempt to ki II 
sociated both with acts of sexual indulgence and v10lent urges, as 1 

Roch Id f Th mfield. It is no coincidence 
ester, her brother, and ultimately the whole househo O 0 

that th . fi Id estate as an echo of the 
e mixed race Bertha attempts to burn down the Thom ie 

nurnero . . . . erial estates in places such as the 
us native rebellions that occurred agamst English imp 

\Vest lnct · 1es. 
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B fore we can examine how Jane redeems R h 
e oc ester from the . 

. . corruption that Bertha has 
d d withm h11n, we must first look at Rocbest , E 

engen ere er s uropean mistresses as Jan . 
. . ' e saves him 

. tainting mtluence as well. While Celine Va . 
froJ11 tbelf rens and his other m. tr 

is esses may lack the 
. 1 violence of Bertha, they are all nevertheless guilty f h 

phys1ca o er same sexual indulgences. Just 

West Indies served as a backdrop for the fulfillment f . 
as the o many Englishmen's sexual desires, 

did Continental Europe represent a realm of greater m 1 f so too ora reedom (J. Adams 73). 

C
,1. e's effect on her daughter Adele has already been demonstr t d b . 
e in a e , ut her impact on 

R chester is no less important. In addition to draining him of mone d . 
o Y an pawnmg her daughter 

ff on him Celine also seduces Rochester and, like Bertha bas liaisons w·th th d . o ' , 1 o er men unng 

her affair with him, thereby both emasculating and corrupting him. As Rochester says, she might 

have "deserved only scorn," but his own lapse in judgment in being "her dupe" makes him more 

worthy of contempt ( 123). 

Besides his sexual indulgences and his often physical, bordering on violent, temper, 

Rochester's compromised character can also be seen in his use of deception. The French were 

characteri zed in the Victorian era as deceptive and manipulative, in contrast to the honest British, 

but many middle-class residents of England associated the same French use of deceit wirh the 

upper-class British (Moskal 180). One has only to recall the numerous occasions on which 

Roel . h ( n of bis morals. From his 
iester practices deceit to see this instance of the Frenc corrup 10 

perpe . . . . Blanche Ingram to his decision 
tual lymg to Jane about his supposed 1mpendmg marnage to 

to dress . ' e feel in as for him, Rochester 
up as an old gypsy woman to try to ascertam Jane s tru 0 

ernploys th , . s first used on him. The legacy of 
e same manipulation of others that Cehne Varen 

corru . . . Rochester. Interestingly, 
Pt1on that contaminated Adele has thus also found perpetuation m 
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·jf toO will practice deception throughout Wi th . 

Hear!Jch u erzng Heights lying 
' most notably to 

L·nton and the second Catherine. Nelly even h . . 
1sabella I c astises him for lying "so I . 

g anngly" to the 
d Cathe1ine (205), but of course, Heathcliff lacks the b ·1 · 

secon a I ity to be redeemed while 

Roches 
ter still possesses it. 

The first glimmer of hope for Rochester, at least as far as th . 
e chronolog1cal events of the 

(ve are concerned, comes when he is still in the West Ind· . h . 
narra I ies wit his loathsome wife. He 

II Jane of one particular evening wherein his wife was hurling . 
11 te s especrn Y foul curses at him. 

C Upled with the intense heat of the night, Rochester feels an overwh 1 • d . o e mmg espa1r and 

contemplates killing himself. He describes how suddenly the following happened: "A wind fresh 

from Europe blew over the ocean and rushed through the open casement .. . the air grew 

pure·' (263). Rochester feels a sudden renewal of hope- notably from the direction of Europe-

that seems to encourage him to return to England, where he may alleviate himself from the trials 

he has endured during his marriage. Although he initially uses this hope to justify his dalliances 

wi th foreign mistresses, Rochester will eventually realize that the only true salvation for him is in 

the fom1 of the moral and thoroughly English Jane Eyre. 

Jane is clearly different from the other women of Rochester 's acquaintance, moSt 

dist I · • p h th ost obvious manner in which met Y m her appearance, behavior, and morahty. er aps e m 

Jan ct·r.- . 1 b his mistress. She tells him 
e tiers from Rochester 's foreign women 1s her refusa to ecome 

she w· 11 . . . . . , . G. . t and Clara, for she knows that 
t not Jom his hst of mistresses alongside Celme, iacm a, 

h "H. · a mistress is the 
e Would I · h himself states, mng 

u timately lose his respect for her. As Roe ester 

ne b osition inferior: and 
Xt Worst th. b ture and always y p ' 

mg to buying a slave: both are often Y na ' 

to live .- . . e before she realizes that 
,am,!iarl . h . d. " (266) Furthermor ' Y wit mferiors is degra mg · 

( 
C 
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is already married, Jane still refuses to be t . 

1wchester pu Ill the position of an inc . . 
. ienor mistress. 

es this by refusmg the finery that Rochester wants to b 
she do uy her, as well as by . . . 

ms1stmg upon 
. . gas Adele 's governess so that she is not entire! d 

connnulll y ependent upon Rochester but is 

. d autonomous enough that she earns her own mone Sb 
instea y. e prefaces her demands b . ywammg 
. "I will not be your English Celine Varens" (230). Giv h . . 

him, en er ms1stence upon the importance 

her independence and character here, it almost seems odd how . _ 
of surpnsed Rochester 1s when 

she later refuses to be his actual mistress outside of marriage. 

In the discussion of Rochester's numerous mistresses as well f h d·cc . 
' as o ow 1uerent Jane 1s 

from them all , the statuesque Englishwoman Blanche Ingram must not be forgotten . While 

Rochester's interactions with her seem primarily designed to inspire jealousy in Jane, Blanche 

nevertheless represents the direct alternative to Jane. To all outward appearances, Blanche is the 

idea l match for an English gentleman; she is beautiful, from a good family, and is worth a great 

deal of money. She is also, however, illustrative of the very type of woman Rochester does not 

need, meaning that she embodies the very French excesses and indulgences that have polluted so 

many members of the English aristocracy, including Rochester himself. In marrying her, 

Rochester would only have perpetuated his own contamination. Instead, he needs the genuinely 

English Jane to reform him. 

J ' . I oh! Anolo-Saxon skin tone. She 
ane s untainted Englishness is further seen m her t 1orouo Y 0 

is re k d trast to Blanche's skin, which 
peatedly characterized as being "so pale" (84), a mar e con 

'\va d ' kn s that more resembles "some 
s ark as a Spaniard" ( 14 7), as well as to Bertha s own dar es 

stran . . ind Edward Said 's explanation 
ge Wild animal" than anything human (250). If we bear mm 

of ideas o . . enation during the Victorian era, 
f racial purity and contamination through misceg 



I lly anglicized character becomes all the . 
·s w ,o more importa t . f R 

Jane n I ochester is to be 
d from his corruption. Additionally, along w·th 1 , . 

redeenie I ane s racial purity co 
mes an emphasis 

xual purity. While she clearly possesses passio t 
on )Jer se na e urges, Jane also represents a 

. . tly virginal state because she controls and represse h . . 
d1st1nc s er sexuality m a way that Bertha 

' 
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he and Celine do not. For example, when Jane discov h 
Blanc , ers t at Rochester is already married, 

l gs to stay at Thornfield, perhaps even contemplating b . . . 
she on ecommg his mistress as he desires. 

se she has her passion finnly in control, however she is ab! t . 
Becau , e o resist and declare the 

following: "[C]onscience, turned tyrant, held passion by the throat, told her tauntingly she had 

yet but dipped her dainty foot in the slough" (254), and Jane subsequently knows that she must 

flee Thomfield before any further passion is made possible. Clearly, then, Jane has experienced 

pass ion, but she has only "dipped" her foot into it because she knows, as any good Engli h virgin 

would have at the time, that to do anything but dip one 's foot into passion prior to marriage was 

to compromise one 's moral character. 

In addition to her racial and sexual purity, Jane 's superiority can also be seen in her lack 

of interest in material things. As the Victorian era began, many British citizens worried that the 

numerous changes occurring in the country would corrupt its inhabitants, especially its women. 

A · · · d b t d·ly pollutina the morals of · n mcreasmgly materialistic outlook on life was believe to es ea 1 0 

\' . II B, ·1 s 24 I) Furthermore, the · oung women, making them both greedy and conceited (Co ey, 11 on · 

sin ·1 · • ~ 11 - and the already extant 
lJ anries between the state to which British women were ia mg 

deor d . . b tween France 's influence in 
ti a ation of shallow French women suggests a connectwn e 

E . 251) That this threat bad ngland d 1· (Colley Britons . an the latter country's steady moral dee me ' 

alreact . . . re for both Adele and Blanche Ingram 
y Wormed its way into England is evident m Jane Ey ' 
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. concern with materi al goods and their ow 

shafe this n appearances, though Ad , I . . 
. e e IS ultimately 

d from such a tamted worldview. Jane's abil'ty 
redeenie I to save Adele from h . . 

sue vamty signals 

beino above the petty concerns of a consumeristic 1 her as O cu ture. 

Whereas John Reed represents a perversion of B •r h .. 
n is mascuhmty into the hyper-

)'ne and despicable, Rochester presents a new side t th . . . 
rnascu I o is association of the British with 

line traits. In fact, he embodies the opposite dilemma ff . . 
n,ascu . is time m F ranee and his close 

nnection with Celine have undermined his British masculinity a d d h. . . 
co n ma e 1m more femmme , 

,hich is how Victorians at the time perceived the French. While Ro h t . 
11 c es er 1s to all appearances a 

brooding, masculine man, he is constantly placed in feminine positions throughout the novel to 

show how he has been feminized. His personality is not necessarily effeminate but the situations 

and circumstances in which he continually finds himself signal him to be a kind of 'dam el in 

distress.' For example, the reader first meets Rochester when he sprains his ankle in fa lling from 

his horse and has to be helped by Jane. He goes on to nearly die in a fire in his bed from which 

Jane also saves him, and he ultimately ends up blind and crippled, after which time Jane must 

care for and guide him like a little child. These situations hardly cast Rochester in the light of 

conquering British hero. Instead, they suggest that in his association with effeminate France, he 

has become feminized himself. Only through a process of re-anglicization can he also be re-

nia 1· · . • 1 ful B · ti sh identi ty that Rochester 
scu 1mzed. It is only after Jane has restored him to his ng 11 n 

11·ill be abt · · e to act as the man in their relat10nsh1p. 

. h. h Charlotte Bronte places 
Sandra Gilbert has pointed out two additional ways 10 w ic 

Rocheste . . . . . . him the second son of an English 
r 111 a trad1t10nally feminine pos1t1on. By makmg 

• t d earn it and gen11 . 1th He must ms ea ' ' eman h . f ·nh · ting his wea · 's e automatically deprives him o i en 
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. wh ich his father and brother force him t d . 

the waY 111 o o so is to place him on the " . 
. . . . . marriage 

., an obviously femmme position at the time S d 
arket. • econ ly Ch 1 01 , ' ar otte creates the highly 

r e Bertha Mason and allows her violent and ph . 1 oiascu 111 ys1ca maleness to dominate R h . 
oc ester 10 

ay that he is seen as weak and passive by com . 
such aw panson (364). 

To re~anglicize Rochester, then, will also require . 
a renewal of his masculinity, and Jane 

n both tasks with enthusiasm. In light of the suggesf th C 
takes o ion at harlotte continually places 

R bester in feminine positions, we should also examine how in th . . 
oc ese same s1tuat1ons, Jane 

lays the traditionally masculine role of rescuing him. The repeated w - h. h . 
P ays m w 1c she saves him 

P
hysical ly will serve to echo the way in which she also saves him spiritually 11 d , mora y, an 

emotionall y. First, when Rochester sprains his ankle, Jane helps him back to his horse. The 

manner in which he receives this aid is important to note, for he certainly does not accept it 

willingly. After telling her repeatedly to stand aside, he finally consents to her stubborn offer of 

help only when he finds he cannot walk; he then tells her, "[ ]ecessity compels me to make you 

useful" (98). His begrudging acceptance of Jane's help signals his larger resistance to aid in 

general, as he is too mired in his own despair to think that someone could or would actually help 

him, or metaphorically speaking, that someone could restore his youth and integrity. RocheSter 

later tells Jane how profound this moment was for him when she offered her help, admiring her 

.. st . . -~ · b · o h·m with "something new-
range perseverance" that marked a transition m his hie, im um0 

1 

fresh sap and sense" (266-7). 

I him Rochester quickly comes to 
Alth0ugh he was initially resistant to her offers to he P ' 

appreciat ' . ft Bertha sets bis bed on fire further 
e Jane s saving efforts. Her rescue of him a er 

·no his affection for her, 
endears h h. self from express1 o 

er to him. Indeed, he can scarcely prevent im 
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1 
does allow the epithet "cherished prese ,, 

ab 1e rver to esca b. . 
rl1 0ll .:, pe is hps (129) Th· . 

. . IS IS no 
ically passive woman here. She personifies the 1 . 

srereotyP og1cal and assertive tr . b . 
. a1ts eheved at 

. to belong to men, while Rochester remains in th .. 
rbe ume e traditional femm·. I 

me roes of being 

1 5 and emotional throughout the scene (Wellington 35) 
belP es . Jane may save his life in this 

. but even within this scene, Charlotte gives hint th 1 . . 
instance, s at ane is savmg his soul as well. The 

ae Jane uses to describe this event reveal this spiritu 1 1 . 
languao a sa vatJon: "I . . . flew back to my 

wn room, brought my own water-jug, baptized the couch afresh and b G d' . 
o ' , Y o s aid, succeeded 

. extinguishing the flames which were devouring it" (127) In sav· h. 1 . .-: 1n · mg 1s 1,e, Jane 

Simultaneously saves him from the fires of bell by 'baptizing' him with th h I f G d e e P o o . Because 

a moral Protestant character was believed to be essential to the fonnation of a genuine English 

identi ty, Rochester's spiritual salvation must necessarily accompany the reclamation of his 

Englishness. 

Not only is Jane powerful physically in her interactions with Rochester, but he al o 

wields her influence over him emotionally, morally, and spiritually. Early in their relationship 

Rochester seems to realize how much she helps him emotionally. He tells her of hi s relation hip 

11ith Celine that led to Adele being placed in his care, and her patient, considerate liStening 

nioves him to say, "[Y]ou may refresh me" (122). She listens to him pour his heart out, both here 

and I . . · J · ell aware of this power of 
ater, and 1t seems to relieve him to express his emot10ns. ane is w 

hers h "h If Jost the sense of power 
' as can be seen in her brief worry when she feels that she as a 

over him" ize her mastery of him, although he 
(226). Interestinoly Rochester too seems to recogn 

t, ' 

· "I ever met is Perha . . . . .ll be in bis life. He states, n 
ps initially unaware of just how influential she wi 

Your l'k . fluenced- conquered; and the 
1 eness J me I am m · ane: you please me, and you master · · · 
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.5 sweeter than I can express" (222) He l' 

. ouence t • rea izes that she is ch . . 
,n . angmg him, but only 

d tl,e end of the novel will he realize the full exte t f h 
wwar s n o er regenerative influ . 

_ . ence over him. 
The final instance m which Jane physically save R h . 

s oc ester is also the scene that 

. es his physical salvation combined with his spiritu 1 w1rness a ' moral, and emotional salvation. 

Rochester loses his sight and one of his hands he b 
When ' ecomes completely dependent on those 

d him. Jane will ultimately lead him out of the depress · b 
aroun ion t at stems from his crippled 

t but she will also serve as his eyes and hands. As Jane says "I h . . . 
sta e, , was t en his v1s10n, as I am 

t II his right hand" (384). She also saves him from wallowing in his e t· h s I mo ions at t e end, 

however, thereby rescuing him once more from his effeminate emotionality. With her witty 

banter with Rochester about her relationship with St. John, she induces jealousy in him so that 

his melancholy will cease. As Rochester tells her, "If Saul could have had you for his David, the 

evil spirit would have been exorcised without the aid of the harp" (373). Instead of exorcising an 

evil spirit from Rochester, however, Jane has in effect exorcised the evil influence of foreign 

immorali ty and impurity from within him. 

Nowhere is Jane 's beneficial influence in restoring Rochester 's true self better seen than 

in her spiritual and moral redemption of him. He tel ls her before their final reunion that she is bis 

··sympathy," his "better self," and his "good angel" (269), and she also ultimately restores him to 

th p c h t ·t · throuoh her influence 
e rotestantism that he has been lacking. Rochester coniesses t a I is 0 

th 
1 

. n in his past never bad 
at ie rekindled his relationship with God, something the vanous wome 

. ". 1· · s doo" and an inte . . d to be an me ig1ou o 
rest 111 domg. As Rochester informs Jane, be has cease 

thank l d e the band of God .. . I began to 
s to her example, he says, "I began to see and acknow e g 

ex . M ker" (380). As evidence of 
Penence ·1ement to my a remorse, repentance; the wish for reconci 
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. for a refo1111 ed life, he al so states "I humbl 

his des ire ' y entreat my Redee . 
. mer to give me strength 

d henceforth a purer hfe than I have done hitherto!" (382) 
to jea . . Because he believes that "God 

eredjudgment with mercy" in allowing Janet 
bad temP o retum to him (385) R h . 

, oc ester believes 
·u be possible to live this purer life with Jane by his .d . 

it w1 s1 e as his "good angel." 

The result of all this, in other words, is that not onl h 
y as Jane saved Rochester physically 

It' le times, but she has also helped to redeem his soul ti h . . . . 
mu 1P rom t e mehg1ous influences by 

h. h it was once surrounded. Her marriage to him at the very d 1 . 
w 1c en a so signals the restoration of 

h·sAnglo-Saxon purity, as Jane 's own Anglo-Saxon purity is able to h . 
1 regenerate t at which he 

lost through his various foreign affairs. Jane herself has declared her intent to "rehumanise" him, 

and her restoration of his Englishness is the final result of this effort. After all , to re humanise 

someone implies that they were once civilized but have degenerated through some means. 

Considering the fact that the English saw themselves as the pinnacle of civilization, Jane's 

attempts to rehumanise, or re-civilize, Rochester can easily be translated as her efforts to restore 

his original English identity. The moral , Christian Rochester that appears at the novel's end 

suggests the success of Jane 's efforts. As Rochester 's servant John says, Jane will "do better fo r 

him nor ony o' t' grand ladies" (383), for reasons we have already explored. The servant 's 

coll · I . · · · t r· fa solid moral Enolish oqma language here suggests that his opm10n 1s represen a ive O ' 0 

cla W . J · th nly protaoonist in all of , ss. hen Anne Longmuir declares in her article that ane is e O 0 

Ch I fi 1 say that this is only the 
ar otte Bronte 's works to marry a fellow Briton ( 182), we may sa e Y 

case b . to a fellow national again. 
ecause Jane has reformed and indeed re-formed RocheSter m 

. . their Enolish identities, Charlotte 
W1th Jane, Rochester, and Adele firmly in possesswn of 0 

h ly way in which 
at last all d onstrating that t e on 

ows them all to achieve happiness, thereby em 



be found is through the fonnation or reclamaf f . . . 
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P;,ess can Ion o a Civ1hzed, moral and ~ ' 

. B ·rish identity. Adele becomes an obedient English school . 
1 

. . . . 
P
enor n gir , a P0Sit1on Simllar to the 

Sll 

. h Jane once found herself, but Adele has a loving fam·l . 
in wb1c 1 Y in a way that the young Jane 

one 

Tb .5 sugaests that the refonning influence of Jane has not only b d 
did not. 

1 0 

een passe onto the next 

. . Adele but that it will continue to be transmitted as a source f t b'l• . 
aenerat1on m ' o s a I ity m an ever-:, 

. world. Rochester, in addition to regaining a moral character at !he end finally starts to changmg ' 

·aht in one eye. Keeping the idea in mind of how Rochester bad become feminized recover s10 

h h corruption of his character, the restoration of his eyesight suggests that he wi ll once 1hroug t e 

b ble to take control and be the active, distinctly British man that he was meant to be. more ea 

Janes grn a , ·d nee of him- both literally and figuratively- while he was sti ll blind was only 

· · g until he could resume his rightful role as a masculine British man and the temporary tramm 

head of their household. 

.. 
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CHAPTER V 

, 01 Condensed of Irish Bog": Heathcliff's C . 
. scu orros1ve Presence in Wi . 

. uthenng Heights 
Although her own sister Charlotte avowed that Emil .. 

y Bronte was largely . naIVe 
. 1a the realities of the world, it is difficult to co . 

concernn o nce1ve of the creator f c . o iorces hke 

1 
liff and Catherine Earnshaw as ignorant of life 's ev·I Ch 

Heatic I s. arlotte asserted that Emily 's 

. ry creations were derived entirely from her own imag· t' b 
1i1era ma ion ut that, "[h ]aving formed 

these beings, she did not know what she had done" (qtd. in Gaskell 2.38_9) G. 
· · 1ven how aware of 

h r surroundings Charlotte was, however, it seems unlikely that her s· t Id e · IS er wou not have shared 

some of this consciousness. Although there are clearly numerous differences between Charlotte 

and Emily Bronte 's fiction , this sensitivity to their historical context is one factor that their works 

have in common. Just as the sources of foreign influence and corruption are fairly obvious in 

Jane Eyre, so too is it not left ambivalent that the most pervasive corrupting influence in Emily 

Bronte 's text is the foreigner Heathcliff. Finding, along with several other critics, that Heathcliff ~ 

is Irish, I argue that Heathcliff's Irishness makes him both the driving force behind the novel and 

the character whose influence causes the downfall of the Lintons and the Eamshaws. In order to 

understand the full extent of Heathcliff's influence on these families , we muSt firS t examine why 

Heathcliff is Irish and the full implications of this theory. Then, after a brief look at the state of 

th L . h H · hts we can see just how 
e llltons and the Eamshaws prior to Heathcliff's amval at t e eig ' 

perva . . . · 11 I my attention to those characters 
Sive his mfluence over them is . Only afterwards WI tum 

i1·ho ma o . . . . . dentity in the presence of the foreign 
113oe to retam, or at least regain, thelf anglicized 1 

Heathcl iff 

.. 



F. st however, let us examine why Heathcl'ff h 
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1r , 1 s ould be d rea as an Iri hm 
. .. s an who comes 

d Because Emily Bronte never clearly del' 
to fnglan . meates Heathcliff's ra . I 

. cia makeup or national 
. . critics have seized any one of a number of pieces of .d . 

ortain, ev1 ence in the I 
o . nove to argue for 
. cific interpretations. There are thus multiple th . 

t!Je1r spe eones that argue for Heatbcl 'ff b . 
1 emgMr. 

haw's bastard and perhaps, through maternal inherit 
Earns ance, a gypsy or of African descent. 

11,· i these theories are all supported by various textual re£ 
\h i e erences, I find Eagleton 's assessment 

f Heathcliff as an Irish immigrant to be the most convincing Tb 
o · e argument of Heathcliff simply 

b ·ng Mr. Eamshaw 's bastard is too shallow a reading for it does n t d 
1 e1 ' o a equate y address the 

question of his race, but the theories of Heathcliffbeing a gypsy or ofAfri d can escent are also 

overly superficial. There may be clear references in the text to bis resembling a gypsy, but there 

are also frequent suspicions raised of his possible alternate origins. Even as the novel is about to 

close, Nelly still knows nothing of Heathcliff's roots, wondering from where "the linle dark 

th ing" originated (293 ). Edgar Linton 's father suggests early in the novel that Heathcli ff may be 

"a lit1le Lascar, or an American or Spanish castaway" ( 44), and Nelly encourages Heathcli ff to 

imagine lofty origins for himself, telling him him that he could pass for a Chinese or Indian 

noble (50). Significantly, she also informs readers in her descriptions that Heatbcliff is not "a 

regular black" ( 50), thus throwing doubt onto Maj a-Lisa Von Sneidern 's assertion that he is of 

African descent. 

D . . E oleton proposes in bis book 
esp1te this textual ambivalence, however, Terry a0 

Heat/ /' . l . iITTant to England, and bis 
ic if! and the Great Hunger that Heatbcliff is an Ins 1 nnm 0 

f m th -ing Heights's 
argurnent . . . . historical context o rr u e, 15 quite convincing when considered m the 

. . well as the English 
cornposif . . 11 d socially mfenor, as 

ion. The Engli sh view of the Insh as racia Yan 



·sh collaboration with the Chartists, is vital to a 
'ea! of In proper understand· 
1 mg of all the 

. . ns that Eagleton 's theory raises. The earliest kn 
jniphcat10 owledge readers are given of 
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rff's origins is that he mysteriously appeared t Mr 
Heathc I o . Eamshaw in Liverpool, which has 

Sneidem to speculate that be is of African desce t H . 
led Von n . owever, his connection with 

. ol instead signals that be is an Irish immigrant as E 1 L1verpo ' ag eton argues. Liverpool may have 

tbe biahest slave-trafficking city in Britain in the mid-eight h 
been o eent century (Yon Sneidern 

71.2) but it was also the site of waves of Irish who flooded int E I d . 
I , 0 ng an dunng the Potato 

F ,ine in much greater numbers than had previously trickled into L · 1 M . 
an iverpoo . ost Englishmen 

were not as sympathetic with these starving immigrants as was Mr. Earnshaw, and many could 

only see the possible threat these new immigrants posed rather than note their dire situation 

(Michie 126). Furthermore, Heathcliff's dark and frightening appearance when he first arrive at 

the Heights as a child is highly reminiscent of Victorian depictions oflrish immigrant children 

that came to England during the Famine (Michie 129). Eagleton agrees with the assessment that 

young Heathcliff's mien indicates him as an Irish immigrant, but he also notes Heathcliff's 

erentual working of the Heights 's land for little real compensation, another sign of his lrishness 

and his exploitation by the English (Heathcliff 19). Eagleton points out another parallel between 

H h · • · t th tronizina Enolish when eat cliff's Irish nature being exploited by and rebelling agams e pa O 0 

h d . 1 Jifj« 18) ho is cruel to Heathcliff 
e ubs Catherine Earnshaw a "perfidious little Alb10n" (Heat 7c 1'1 w 

a often as she tries to be his friend. 

I . eces of textual evidence that 
In addition to Heatbcliff being found in Liverpool, severa pi 

\'on Sne· . . riains can be flipped on their bead to 
idem uses to support her theory of his African ° 0 

buttres am le Von Sneidem notes how 
5 the argument of Heathcliff's Irish parentage. For ex p ' 



rtf speaks only "gibberish" when he first com 
HeathC I es to the Heights wb. h h 

. ' ic s e sees as a 
. African language (l 86) . It can Just as easily b 

foreign, ' owever, be Irish Gaelic. After all 
. , • " c . . , Nelly 

. J-f eatbchff s v01ce as 1ore1gn m tone" (82) . 
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describes ' suggestmg a non-Engl" b . fl 
is Ill uence on bis 

even after be ceases to speak "gibberish." Althou b lri b . 
accent g s Gaehc was still widel k . 

Y spo en m 
. bteentb and early nineteenth centuries, it declined . . fi 

the e1g s1gn1 icantly following the Potato 

. e after which point many towns in Ireland ceased speaki 
1 

. . 
famm , ng nsb Gaehc-<lespite knowino 

0 

h I to-because it was viewed as an unlucky language that would I b . 
0>1 on Y nng more trouble 

(Eagleton, Heathcliff 12). 

Besides his language and his appearance, Heathcliff's personali·ty ca 1 b · n a so e mterpreted 

as an indication of his Irish background. Victorians would have viewed Heathcliff's ardent yet 

ricious bond with Catherine, as well as his mercurial temperament, as strong signs of his lrish 

nature (Michie 130). If a stubborn and childish refusal to listen to anyone or to change one 's 

behavior is indicative of an Irish racial makeup, as Eagleton argues it was in the eyes of the 

Victorian English, then Heathcliff possesses an Irish character in abundance (Heathclif(2 l ). In 

this view, Heathcliff's obstinate pursuit of both Catherine and revenge doom him simply becau e 

he lacks the English intelligence necessary to show him how futile both queSts are. Furthermore, 

~elly's description of him as "a sullen, patient child; hardened, perhaps, to ill-treatment" (32) 

hint fu h b · d d of the centuries of s rt er at his Irish roots, as one hardly needs to e remm e 

mistreatment that Ireland endured under English rule to note the parallels. 

fu 
. hy Emily Bronte created 

With all of these factors in mind, it may seem con smg w 

Heathc]iff . he also presented him as deeply 
to be at times a sympathetic character while s . 

d 1· oncerning tbeff 
angerous . . Brontes ' mixed fee mgs c 

· This can, of course, be explamed by the 
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_· 11 heritage. While the transplanted Brontes did . 

o1vn Ins everythmg to cut their ties with Ir I d 
.h.d. em 

ssume an Enghs I entity, their Irish roots alwa r . 
and to a ys mgered m the ba k 

. . c ground. Adopting 
)'sh identity would necessitate a certain disdain fi h 

an Eng I or t ose whom the British . 
perceived as 

·ng to other races, including the Irish, as well as fi f 
belongt a ear o such races and the t . . I po entia 

1 
tionary threat that they posed. Emily Bronte may ind d b . 

revo u ee ave sympathized with Irish 

. ·grants, but her creation of Heathcliff suggests that she 1 d 
1rnrn1 a so un erstood the need to abandon 

her affinity with her father's homeland if she was ever to belong in E I d Th . . 
ng an • us, Heathchff 1s 

t times pitiable, but his creator makes certain to cast him as a frigbte · c . . fl a nmg 1ore1gn m uence so 

that her own loyalties will not be suspected. 

Eagleton further outlines the danger of Heathcliff's foreign presence in his assertion that 

Heathcliff "dramatizes ... a ruling-class fear ofrevolution from below" (Heathcliff 19-20). The 

kind of revolutionary threat that Heathcliff poses is indeed remarkably similar to the type that the 

English believed was posed by the influx oflrish immigrants into the nation, whether on their 

own or through collaboration with Chartists. This similarity is clearly no accident. Although 

Heathcliff dies before he fully realizes this threat, Eagleton points out that he does first gain 

control of both the Heights and the Grange, representative of English society itself. He simply 

d b c ·11 d t ·1 h. eventual downfall later, but ies eiore the Grange is past saving (Heathcliff20). I wi e ai is 

for · • . . h )'ff Irishman anticipates bis now, it 1s important to note that interpretmg Heat c I as an 

. . f , erience reoardin° how 
inevnable defeat. As Eagleton observes, the English have centunes o exp ci ci 

to sup " . [ h · ] boots" (Heathclijf20). press foreign brat[ s] who grew too big for t etr 

. . . a a otential revolution, they also help 
ln addition to Heathcliff's Irish roots representmci P 

expJai .. ' tant inclusion of unearthly 11 the eerie nature of the Heights. Emily Bronte s cons 



5 such as Lockwood's odd dreams and th 
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occurrence ' e ghostly hauntings of th fi 
. . . e Jrst Catherine 

kind of pagan superst1t10n heavily assoc· t d . ' 
points to a ia e with both Ireland a d C . . 

. n athohcism 
re the inhabitants of the Heights are all i 1 . · 

furthenno , mpu s1ve, destructive) . 
Y passionate, and 

when viewed by normal English citizens like L k 
strange oc wood. Although it might b . 

. . e temptmg 
the bizarreness of this world simply on the inb b. 

to blame a itants of the moors th I . emse ves, the1r 
. 5 do not explode until the Irish Heathcliff arrives A 

PassJOD · s soon as he appears th H . h , e e1g ts 

me nearly irreparably warped, transforming into a sort of . . Ir 
beco mim- eland. Just as Lockwood 

~ els alienated from the populace of the Heights, despite the fact that th 1 . . . . 
e ey are a I Bntish citizens 

50 too did Englishmen who traveled to Ireland feel out of place even though the Irish were 

,echnically British citizens. Like Ireland, the Heights may have been part of Great Britain, but it 

was nevertheless a foreign and terrifying place. 

Another way in which Heatbcliff's Irish nature destroys the Heights is in the hou e's 

interior appearance. During the Victorian era, the English felt themselves superior to the Irish in 

1he cleanliness and order of English domestic abodes. Anne McClintock has ob erved that Irish 

households, by contrast, were associated with domestic disorder (52-3). Indeed, the domeStic 

chaos so frowned upon by the Victorian English was less associated with the lower clas es, a 

niight be expected, but instead with the Irish race. It was feared that the perceived lackadaisical 

att itud f . . Id pread to the English, thereby 
e O the Insh towards the appearance of thelf homes cou s 

ad I . ti er than with "artificial" 
u teratmg the English ' civilized state' with mere animal concerns ra 1 

need " . first look at the interior of 
s that di stinguished man from beast" (Hall 209- l O) . The very 

IVutherino . d for being a picture of such an 

' 

0 Heights given in the novel, then, must be note 
. . 1 h use writing 

Unkern . . 'ble from ms1de t 1e O , 
pt domestic abode. Lockwood notes that the roof is visi 



,, d never been underdrawn: its entire anatom 1 
I
J1at it ha y ay bare to an ingu· . 

Si 

" . inng eye" (3). He 
·be the presence of sundry villainous old goes 

0 
to descn guns, and . . by w 

o . ay of ornament thr 
. " (3) E h. ' ee 

.
1 

painted camsters . ven 1s description of the "h . 
oaudt y uge, liver-coloured b"t h . 
0 

• · 1 c pomter, 
ded by a swarm of squealmg puppies" (3) seems t 

surrouo o evoke the domestic ct· 
1sarray that the 

. English associated with Irish households a ct· 
Victonan ' isarray that grows t h . 0 c aractenze the 

. ht more and more as Heathcliff resides there 
He1g 5 · 

Now that it has been established that Heathcliff is an Iri h h . 
s c aracter who bnngs his 

lrishness with him to the Heights, we must turn our attention to the situ t· f h . 
a ion o t e Lmtons and 

the Earnshaws prior to Heathcliff's arrival. Only then can we comprehe d h d 
1 

. n ow eep y Heathchff 

changes both families with his Irish influence. The Earnshaws and the Lintons are indisputably 

isolated when the text begins, and we only see their seclusion truly invaded by one out ide 

charac ter, Heathcliff. As Lockwood himselfremarks upon the solitude of the area, "In all 

England, I do not believe that I could have fixed on a situation so completely removed from the 

stir of society" (I). Indeed, so distant are the Heights from the rest of the English population that 

Lockwood notes how "time stagnates here" (23), quite possibly a reference to the English belief 

that the 'un-evolved' Irish were stuck in the past. Not only does this enhance the dreamlike 

qu r . h b t laced here temporal as a ity of the narrative, but it also makes the isolat10n oft e c arac ers P 

\\'e ll a h . f . e importance, for when the 5 P ysical. This extreme seclusion will become o immens 

inh b. . , . resence they will have few 
a Itants of the Heights and the Grange face Heatbchff s foreign p ' 

fe llow ci . . . as thou ah the Earnshaws and Lintons 
vihzed Englishmen upon whom to fall back. It is 0 

have be . . uch as the West Indies, where they 
en transported to one of Britain's impenal holdmgs, s 

whether they will 
are lar 1 . I . their bands, then, 

ge y segregated from Mother England. It is entire Y m 
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b to the temptations offered by such iso]af 

succum ion or whether they will . 
. . . resist and attempt to 

. trUe to their Enghsh roots. Like the British b d 
renia111 a roa ' they will stand or fall b d . 

ase on therr 
decisions either to guard their anglicized identity 

own or to abandon it when surround d b 
e ynew 

and foreign peoples and customs. 

Despite the distance between themselves and the f . . .. 
rest o Enghsb c1vil1zation, the Lintons 

r the most part resist the urge to abandon their English id f Tb . 
1or en ity. ey consciously conform to 

English societal standards, even more so precisely because of th • . 1 . . err 1so ation. Feelmg the 

Precariousness of their seclusion, the Lintons might even be said t db . o a ere excessively to an 

anglicized identity, just as certain Irishmen such as Oscar Wilde were said to become 

exceedingly English. Terry Eagleton reads the Lintons as representatives of the "landed oentry " 
b ' 

but he also acknowledges that they are intended to illustrate "culture . . . Nature worked up, 

cultivated and thus concealed" (Heathcliff 4). The British indeed prided themselves on being able 

lo control their passions in a way that the French and Irish could not, as well as being able to take 

care of their persons and domestic abodes in a way that the Irish could not. This wa , of course, 

due to their supposed superior civilized state- that is, their ability to control their less than 

desirable traits. The Lintons uphold this state in their personal lives, as can be seen in the firSt 

real description given of Thrushcross Grange: "a splendid place carpeted with crimson, and 

· . .1. b d d by aold a shower of glass-
cnmson-covered chairs and tables, and a pure white cei mg or ere b ' 

dro h · . . I · · a with little soft tapers" (41-2)-
ps angmg m silver chains from the centre, and s 11mmerm0 

Tl· · b E aland while initially holding 
115 little stronghold of Britishness in the wild moors of Nort n° ' 

fast t . . . . ·rs interactions with Heatbcliff, not 
0 an anglicized identity, will ultimately be tested Ill 

1 

Unlike · fl s a colonial great house beset by foreign Ill uence · 



Wutheiing Heights is just as isolated from th 
e rest of England . 
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. . . as is Tbrushcross Gran e 
. . habitants will suffer s1gmficantly more as 

1 
g ' 

btJI its JO a resu t of the foreign H h . 
eat chffs 

)lment. An anglicized identity is not an innate tr . 
encroac a1t, as Jane Eyre dem 

. onstrated Rather, it 
be consciously constructed, as m the case of the Li t . 

must n ons. While neither the L. t 
Ill ons nor the 

haws have a positive example of proper British com . 
£aJ11S portment m the area near them, the 

. 05 at least make an effort because they seem to know h . 
Lmto w at is expected of them. The 

£ rnsbaws, on the other hand, allow their vices to continue unch k d· 
a ec e , whether they realize their 

fl ws is uncertain, at least until they grow old enough that Cathe · , b h . a rme s e av1or may be 

Constantly compared with the Lintons'. Thus, when a danoerous fiorei· gn 1 . 
b e ement amves at the 

Heights, the Eamshaws will be particularly susceptible to its influence because, like young Jane 

in the Reed household, they have not created an English identity that is stable enough to re i t 

Heathcliff's degeneracy. 

That the Earnshaws are already flawed prior to Heathcliff's entrance is without question. 

To begin with, Mr. Earnshaw decides to bring a child of unknown origins home with him in tead 

of protecting his family from foreign influences, as any proper Englishman should. The theory 

th31 Heathcliff is Mr. Earnshaw 's bastard may even be, in one light, preferable to the alternative 

of his being a rootless street urchin. As Mr. Eamshaw's bastard, Heathcli ff would be a moral 

disa h II fi · a influence come to corrupt (:)race to the family, but at least he would not be a w O Y orei0 n 

the E bl . hed prior to Heathcliff's 
amshaw family. Hindley and Catherine Earnshaw are also emis 

arrival . , . . es that the latter did not introduce 
· Hindley s immediate abuse of Heathchff demonStfat 

i·iolence . ' ation that Catherine was always a 
into the Earnshaw household, just as Nelly s affmn 



d" h"ld . 54 
. ,ievous and waywar c I illustrates the fact that H . 

··r111scl eathch ff alone d. d 
I not make her wild 

·11ful (32)-
and wt 

Because the Earnshaw family is insufficiently a r . 
ng ic1zed before be· . 

mg mtroduced to 

!•ff it may seem inaccurate to blame him for all th . 
Heatbc 1 ' eir subsequent m · c is1ortunes. Von 

'd rn maintains that the Heights are an isolated world f An 
sne1 e o glo-Saxon purity and perfection 

.1 Heathcliff is introduced ( 175), but as has just been point d 
untt e out, the Eamshaws possessed 

I . own set of problems. What Heathcliff does, however is e b . . . 
netr , xacer ate their ex1stmg flaws and 

eclude any possibility of their growing past them (Eagleton Mytl 106) Al . 
pr ' 1s . tematively, Ruth 

Adams has suggested that the moors surrounding the Heights are responsible for the violence of 

all the characters who come in contact with them. Pointing out the vengefulness of Catherine and 

Hindley Earnshaw, Isabella Linton, Joseph, and Heathcliff, she also draws attention to how 

violent the gentleman Lockwood becomes in bis interaction with the ghost or dream of little 

Catherine (60-2). Although the only common factor she finds is the moors around Wuthering 

Heights, she fails to see that the worst violence and corruption do not simply stay at the Heights 

indefinitely. Instead, they travel with Heatbcliff, whether he is at the Heights or the Grange, 

because he is the source of poison to the Englishmen and women around him. 

. M be helpful to understand 
A bnef comparison here of Heathcliff and Bertha ason may 

fu lly th . . . . d d t represent. Both characters are 
e poisonous foreign influence that Heatbchff 1s mten e 0 

clear! d . h h . act racial makeup may be open to 
Y escnbed in terms of the foreign Other, tboug t elf ex 

· the interpret . "th foul German spectre-
ation. Indeed, Jane 's comparison of Bertha to e 

\' h !'ff beina "a ahoul , or a 
all]PYre" (2 • , lation of Heat c 1 0 0 

42) 1s remarkably similar to Nelly s contemp 

l'a"' . . Bertha is in hers, though 
•

11P1re" (2 . . b · t ons as 93 ). Heathcliff is also as frightemng m is ac 1 



·ff does not have to sneak out of the attic • 
HeatJ1ch m order to terrorize th .nh . 

. . . e 1 ab1tants of the 
d the Grange, mcludmg his own son. Even C . 

HeigbtS an athenne Earnsh 
aw, over whose life 

!'ff seems to have such control, declares him t b " 
Heatbc t o e an unreclaimed c . 

. . reature, without 
ent- without cult1vat1on; an arid wilderness of fu 

refinern rze and whinstone" (90) Sb 
· e also 
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. Isabella not to be enthralled by Heathcliff. ten· h " 
cautt0nS ' mg er, Pray don 't imagine that he 

Is depths of benevolence and affection beneath a st . 
concea ern ex tenor! He 's not a rough 

d·arnond" (90). In Wuthering Heights, then, the Other appears as the lri h H . 
1 s eathcliff, a more 

~ rniliar and therefore perhaps more frightening foreign presence than th W . 
1a e est Indian Bertha. 

Isabella may be taken in by his gentlemanly demeanor but this behavior 1 . 1 h . ' on Y s1gna s w y he 1s 

all the more treacherous. 

While both Heathcliff and Bertha serve as menacing presences in their respective novel , 

the danger from the foreign elements in Jane Eyre, including both Bertha and Celine, is always 

kept in check. Adele and Rochester are both corrupted when readers are introduced to them, but 

the corrupting influences have largely disappeared, having either been left behind in France or 

shut away in an attic. Charlotte Bronte concerns the majority of her novel, then, with the 

I · · ·1 B .. th otber mgenng effects of the Other rather than with its contmued presence. Emi Y ronte, on e 

hau<l, allows the threat of the Other to be fully realized by keeping the foreign element, 

Heath l'ff . 1 t the entire novel. One similarity 
c 1 , present along with the characters he tamts for a mos 

between th . I . tely expunge these foreign 
e two sisters however is that both of them u tima 

' ' 
com . d stability and happiness (Michie 

Ponents in order to provide the Anglo-Saxons with renewe 

lj9). Ju d, le and Rochester can fully be st as Bertha and Celine must disappear before A e 
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d so too must Heathcliff die before Ha t 

redeeme ' re on and the second Cath . 
enne can be free of his 

influence. 

With a better understanding of Heathcliff's Irish r . . 
oots, the implications of h' . fl ism uence 

d the state of the Lin tons and Earnshaws prior to his . 1 . ' 
an amva at the Heights, it is now 

opriate to move onto a study of how the English fam T . . 
appr 1 ies mteract with this Irishman. 

B cause Catherine Earnshaw is the character most obviously 
e connected to Heathcliff, J will 

beain with her before moving on to the other principal characters 1 t . 
1 

. 
/;) · n erestmg y, Cathenne and 

Jane Eyre share many similarities when they are young children The d·cc h . · 111erence, owever, 1s that 

at young, pivotal ages, Jane and Catherine receive contrasting influences that decide both their 

fates , destining the former for happiness and the latter for disaster. Although young Jane is no 

hining pearl of Englishness, she is sent to Lowood at an early enough age that her encounter 

with Miss Temple and Helen save her character. Unfortunately for Catherine, the tronge t 

influence she receives at this young age is Heathcliff. She may have been wi llful and impetuou 

before Heathcliff's arrival , but so was Jane prior to her introduction to Mi s Temple and Helen. 

As Ne lly tells Lockwood, young Catherine even without Heathcliff ''put u pa tour patience fifty 

ti mes and oftener in a day . .. we had not a minute 's security that she wouldn 't be in 

mischief' (36). There can be no salvation for Catherine as there wa for Jane, however, because 

ti · · H h I' ff an Iri sh presence that ie mfluence that arrives in her life at this pivotal age is eat c 1 • 

UI1 ctem1ines any possibility of her fom1ing a solid English identity. 

. markable affinity with him, further 
In fact, when Heathcliff arrives, Catherine feels a re 

d h t fter Catherine 's initial cruelty to 
eepening the danger that he poses to her. Nelly remarks t a a 

.,M· C thy and be were now 
Heath 1·ff h. otinatbat· 155 a 

c 1 , she suddenly becomes very close to im, 11 0 



. k" (32) and that she "was much too fond f H . 
er/ tl11c o eathchff' (36) Th. k' . 

v . . . is 10sh1p has been 
d to the fact that Cathenne and Heathcliff a . 

·bute re m a very · · 
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artfl s1m1lar position socially N .th 
· b · h • e1 er . nor Heathchff egm t e novel possessing a 1 carbefloe ny and or money of th . 

elf own, and until 

b l'ff's mysterious disappearance for several years . h 
Heat cl ' ne1t er of them have the po ·b·1· 

SSI I 1ty of 
. . g any (Vine 345; Eagleton, Myths 103). Thus Cathe · 1.k 

gamin nne, I e Heathcliff, begins the novel 

·de of society to a degree, due to her status as a woman Wh'I h. . 
outsi . I e t is kmd of partial outsider 

tus leads Jane Eyre to adhere even more strictly to stringent st d d f . . . 
sta an ar s o Bntishness m the 

hopes of eventually being accepted into society, it leads Catherine to reb 1 d H . 
e - un er eathcliff's 

influence-rather than conform to a British identity. 

From the beginning of their relationship, Heathcliff's influence further removes Catherine 

from the possibility of an anglicized stability. Thanks to his influence, she pledges with him that 

they will both "grow up as rude as savages" ( 40), a term that was in fact often u ed by tbe 

Engli sh to describe their Irish neighbors. One of the principal ways in which they do thi s is to 

flout one of the foundational necessities of a British identity, and that is Protestant Chri tianity. 

At one point, Catherine takes her Bible and "hurl[ s] it into the dog-kennel" while Heathcliff doe 

the same ( 17). Heathcliff's corruption of her only grows worse as Catherine gets older, wi tb 

NII . d ture [whom] I own I e Y admitting that her mistress turned into "a haughty, bea str0ng crea · · · 

did not like aft h . !'. t" (58) Nelly also notes that Catherine "never had the · • . er er m1ancy was pas . 

. . bl ,, (62) Let us not Power t 1 I plex10n 111 a aze · 0 conceal her passion, it always set her w 10 e com 

forget h . . . f un Jane Eyre 's tantrums. Jane, 
ow similar this display of passion 1s to many O yo g 

b C b · e is never able 
owever er in a way that at enn 

' learns how to control her passion and her temp 



. because she can never break free of Heath 1. f , . 
to jnJJtate c I f s mfluence on her h 

. ' w ereas Jane 
the reform mg school of Lowood. 

apes to esc 

J-{owever, although Catherine and Heathcliff both b h . 
e ave hke heathen ' . savages,' 

. is still treated differently, escaping much of th d. . . 
carbenne e iscnmmation that Heath 1·ff c 

c 1 1aces 
h ugh their characters are remarkably similar. Part f h. . . 
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event o o t is is explamed by Neil h 
Y w en she 

I res that Catherine bas "adopt[ ed] a double character with t . 
dee a ou exactly mtendino to d . 

e, ece1ve 

ne" (59), behaving one way around the genteel Lintons a d h . 
anyo n anot er way m Heatbcliff's 

Pany. This duplicity is not incidentally related to the same k" d f d . 
com m O eception that Rochester 

so frequently employs in his interactions with Jane. It is, as the Victorians would say, the 

duplicity of the foreign. Another reason for the difference between the ways Catherine and 

Heathcliff are treated can be seen in the scene when the Lintons take Catherine in after their dog 

bites her. Heathcliff notes that Mr. and Mrs. Linton are shocked that "M iss Earnshaw [is] 

scouring the country with a gipsy" and "grow[ing] up in absolute heathenism." At the same time, 

he observes that "she was a young lady and they made a distinction between her treatment and 

rnine"(44). Despite Catherine's wildness, the Lintons still treat her as an English lady becau e 

th31 is what she is, at heart. She has been influenced badly by Heathcliff, but she is still naturally 

Eno\· I · . . . h · 1 been corrupted by numerous 
0 is 1, Just as Rochester retains an Engh sh mtenor that as simp Y 

foreign women. 

. that readers wonder if she can ever be 
At times, Catherine 's corruption seems so complete 

redeeme . instance, and she loses her temper m 
d. When Edgar begins to fall in love with her, for 

. t let you have a 
front of . . a el It 's a Jundness o 

him, Nelly thinks to herself, "Take wammg and beoon · 
I lly realizes Edgar 

g irnpse of . oments later, when e 
her genume disposition" (63). Only a few m 



fa ll en under her spell , she almost mourns hi . " 
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' alreildY m. [T]here Will be . 
h8- no saving h · 

and flies to hi s fate! " (64). The threat that Heathcliff im-He's 
doonied. has posed to the H . h 

. eig ts thus 
, rk its way mto the household at the Grang . 

b~~ins to "'o e, spreadmg the contaminaf fi 
w ~~~ 

]"ff to Catherine and next from Catherine to Edgar. 
Heatbc , 

F r a time, however, Edgar seems as though he might b . . 
o e a reformmg mfluence on 

h 
jne. He is, after all, the epitome of an English gentleman H 

car er · e may seem to lack 

H 
thcliff's passion, but this is precisely what makes him 'civilized'- 1 . . ea name y, that he 1s m 

trol of his emotions. Nelly avows that Edgar is "kind and trustful d h 
con ' , an onourable" (94), and 

•1-5 loving care for Catherine when she falls ill confirms this Nelly remarks " h 
11 • , o mot er could 

have nursed an only child more devotedly than Edgar tended her ... . his health and strength were 

being sacrificed to preserve a mere ruin of humanity" ( 118). Hence, although Edgar 's kindne 

appears to Heathcliff to be weakness, it is in fact how a proper Englishman should behave. 

This anglicized behavior does indeed impact Catherine temporarily. When he is confined 

to the Grange following the dog attack, the Lintons have a remarkable civilizing influence on 

ner. She stays there only five weeks, but when she returns, she is utterly changed: "[I]n tead of a 

wild, hatless little savage jumping into the house, ... there lighted from a handsome black pony 

ave ct · · . h fafeatheredbeaver" (46). 
ry rgnified person, with brown ringlets fall mg from t · e cover 0 

Eao/ . . . . . b E olish civilization epitomized 
0 eton mamtams that Catherine is entirely ass1m1lated mto t e no 

. 1 
bv th L. . . . (Myths 108). Her seemmg y 
· e intons, abandonino Heathcliff in her quest for anghcizatwn 

b 

SUdde . . o influence on her suggests the 
n awareness of the fact that Heathcliff is a contammatmo 

truth of E turn to the Heights, for instance, she 
agleton's ar0 ument at least initially. After her re 

o , 11 · o him that be 
rerna k b before. After te lDo 

r s upon Heathcliff's dirtiness in a way that she never as 



1 himself up, Catherine "gazed concemedl 
ds to clea1 y at the dusky fi 

ne~ lilgers she held . 
1 0 

at her dress, which she feared bad gained lil her 
and a s no embellishrn 
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o1111- ent from its c 
. h h . ontact with 

N w believmg t at e can tamt her, Catherin . . . 
. .. (47)- o e mstmctively dra b 
n1s ws ack from h. 

h 
. ~ . IS 

She also realizes ow m1antile her early fascinat' . 
resence. ion with Heathcliff . 
p was, notmg that he 
. ornpany at all" because he "know[ s] nothing and say[s] th · ,, 
··1snoc no mg (61). In th ft e O -quoted 

(Je wherein Catherine contrasts her feelings for Heathcliff and E . 
passao dgar, she admits to Nelly, 

Id degrade me to marry Heathcliff, now" (71 ). Although sh d 1 "lt wou e ec ares her etemal love for 

Heatbcliff in this same passage, she has now been made aware that her status as an 

Englishwoman implies the impossibility of union with the 'corrupt' and 'inferior ' Other. 

Catherine's marriage to Edgar, however, is precisely what normal English society expects of a 

voung genteel lady. Because she has already been tainted by Heatbcliff, however, Catherine will 

be unable to find happiness and lasting stability in her marriage. 

For a time, Catherine's marriage does seem as though it will redeem her character. elly 

notes that after Heathcliff vanishes, Catherine and Edgar appear to be "really in pos ession of 

deep and growing happiness" (81 ). Edgar becomes such a stabilizing influence on his wife that 

Cath · , . 1 h I as sand becau e no fire enne s passion grows quite tame: "[T]he gunpowder ay as arm ess ' 

am • b f d ression but overall , e near to explode it" (81 ). She may experience occas10nal outs O ep ' 

she b 1 · ff pears however, the 
seems to grow calmer and more peaceful. As soon as Heat c I reap ' 

"o . . d to set it off once ~unpowd " · I · Heathchff mten 5 
er agam becomes dangerous, as the exp osIVe 

. 11 . t [with] no 
illore. He h . l looking "mte igen .. . 

at chff has outwardly gained a veneer of genti ity, . 

h.d. a underneath this 
illarks of~ " - . vilized ferocity" I mo 

ormer degradation" but Nelly senses a half ci . 
[ ' d's eyes declares him 
a\ade (84-5 . Jiff through LockwOO 

). Indeed, our first introduct10n to Heathc 



and manners a gentleman" (3) but at th 
·•in dress ' e same tim 

~ e~wh 
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10 o speaks" 
· i evealed a genuine bad nature" (9). Eag] t h so savagely 

[1t r e on as m d 
that . . . a e an interesting d I . 

ec aratio th 
h uld go one step further. He writes "You n at 

believes o , can take Heathcliff 
I out of the Height b 

, take the Heights out of Heathcliff' (Heathcliff S) 1 s, ut 
you can t . argue that this is precis I . 

. e Y owing to 
that tbe Heights are not what make Heathcliff 'sav ,. 

the fact age 'rather, Heathcli·ff k ma es the 
. h 'savage' through his threatening Otherness. Thus N 11 , . . 

He1g ts ' e y s prediction that Catherine will 

k Edgar's life miserable comes true after Heathcliff's return b 
ma e ecause of the latter 's profound 

. 11 ence on her. She begins to behave "petulantly" and "angn·ly" (l 3S) dd . 
in11U , sa enmg her husband 

who only desires to make her happy. 

Edgar too changes in response to Heathcliff's return, although the way in which he react 

to the Irishman can be interpreted in multiple ways. One way is to view Edgar as a relati ely 

weak character who only gains strength and defines himself through confrontation with the 

Other, and the other most convincing interpretation is to view him as a nom,al anglicized male 

who becomes corrupted by this confrontation. Adhering to the first interpretation nece itate a 

belief in Catherine's view of him as a "spoiled child ... who "fanc[ies] the world was made for 

[his] accommodation" (87). Because Catherine and her perception of the wor1d have been tainted 

by H h . t N lly for example, differ 
eat chff, however, her view of Edgar is consequently suspec · e ' 

reatl f . A she is laroely immune to 
' Y rom her mistress in her beliefs about Edgar's character. s 0 

Heathcliff's 1·nfluence " [s]" Catherine, being kinder than she 
, her declaration that Edgar humour 

d tb bis response to 
eserves · is initially weak, en 

' is more convincing. If we do accept that Edgar 

Heathcl itf ote related by Linda Colley. Colley 
can be seen as highly reminiscent of an anecd . 

. b I d by the foreign 
ll ntes of th . ho felt so overw e me 

e first British ambassador party to Chma, w 
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w1ding them that they "felt all of a sudd . 

1wre surro en llltensely British b 
ell . ,, " . . ' rought together .. 

(on with the Other ( Bnt1shness" 310-ll) Wh · by 
coofronta J • en Heathcliff provokes Ed 

" gar, the latter 
. t the Irishman full on the throat a blow that w Id h 

dellvers o ou ave levelled a slight 
. er man" ( 102), 

. Heathchff to choke for a few moments and signal" Ed 
caus!Dg mg gar as suddenly str 

onger. 
This violence on the part of Edgar, however, is perhap b . 

s etter explamed by the second 

. retation, that even the English gentleman Edgar is polluted b . 
interp Y contact with Heathcliff. 

E though Edgar recognizes Heathcliff's corrupting influence h . 
ven , e cannot necessanly free 

h. iself from it because Heathcliff continues to haunt the Grange As Ed t 11 h. " m · · gar e s 1m, Your 

presence is a moral poison that would contaminate the most virtuous- for that cause, and to 

prevent worse consequences, I shall deny you, hereafter, admission into this house" ( Io I ). 

Heathcliff does not leave the house quickly enough, thus resulting in the blow that nearly knock 

him down. Edgar 's sudden violence proves that be is no "milk-blooded coward" as Heathcli tf 

supposes (I 02). Instead, he is a proper Englishman who maintains constant control of hi pa 10 11 

and his emotions until the continued presence of the Other adulterates this English resolve. 

Just as Heatbcliff refuses to leave the Grange, so too does be spurn the idea of 

I' · · 1 c J ouoh that the latter is able re mquishmg Catherine. He eventually leaves Edgar a one 10r ong en i:, 

t · . C h that she is never able to 0 regam control over his emotions but he holds tightly to at Y so 
' 

esc . . h competino forces in her life-
ape his mfluence. Catherine soon dies , tom apart by t e two i:, 

anoli . . ted nature as caused by Heathcliff. 
t, cization as represented by her husband and her corrup 

E d . nstead demands that she 
Ven after her death however Heathcliff refuses to let her go an J 

' ' . . (147-8). He is so 
\Vak · ·f ·t drives him msane 

em torment" and "not rest" but "haunt" him even I i 



. d that she be a part of him that he cannot giv 1 deter1111ne e 1er up even when h d 
. er eath should 

. to abandon )1JS scheme of controlling he ct ]Jtm r. 
instfll 
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u tbcliff's influence is seen in more than his 1 . . 
flea re ationships with C h . 

at enne and Ed 
11 L

. . gar, as 
he bas on Isabe a mton IS also of high import 

(be effect ance when considering h. . 
. is corrupting 

Isabella begms the novel demure and ladylike b t ft 
in fluence. , u a er her marriage to Heathcliff h 

, s e 
. kly deaenerates. Through his abuse of and cruelty to her He th )"ff . . 

qu1c o ' a c I makes It impossible for 

h d'sheveled Isabella to return to English society (Pike 364) Not 1 d 
1 e t • on Y oes Isabella decline in 

her physical appearance, her "pretty face . .. wan and listless, her hair uncurled" ( 129), but her 

character also changes, growing vicious and 'uncivilized. ' Heathcliff declares that Isabella 

·'degenerates into a mere slut" (132), and even Isabella shows her sudden coarseness when she 

admits, "The single pleasure I can imagine is to die, or to see him dead" (134). Isabella is not 

oblivious to the fact that she has greatly moved down in society, becoming more of a servant 

than the wife of a gentleman (Pike 360). Isabella even asks Nelly how she resisted the perverting 

innuence of the Heights when she lived there, as she cannot seem to find this same strength. It i 

not, as Pike has suggested, the fact that Isabella is surrounded by rough men at the Heights that 

h I.ff h · ed the Heights- and it so corrupts her character (359). Instead, it is because Heat c I as poison 

inh b. 
a Itants-by his foreign presence. 

E . than she does for Catherine. 
mily Bronte gives more hope for Isabella, however, 

Isabel awa from Heathcliff's corrupting 
la eventually escapes from the Heights and moves far y 

influ . rth She is calm and affectionate in 
ence, but it is the manner of her escape that IS so notewo y. . 

riculous by donnmg 
her final . . kes her appearance me 

tnteraction with Nelly, and she once more ma . 
. d f her life aside 

a bonn . bout the remam er o 
et and shawl (Pike 3 79). We are given few detmls a 



h 64 f: t that she moves to t . e south of England d . 
i ~01J1 t11e ac an raises her son by h 

erself until h 
ves to southern England, near London in £ er death. 

fbat she mo act, should not bed' . 
ism1ssed lightly N 

Isabella move away from Heatbcliff and the is I . . ot 
ly does o ation of the H . h 

on eig ts and the G 
d L d range 

1 0 moves towar s on on, the alleged center f . . 
1
. . ' 

but she a s o c1v1 ization in th V . 
e ictonan era. It is 

ccident that her move to the south of England takes b fu 
also no a er rther away from L' 

iverpool 
h Irishness associated with it. This suggests a realizatio th h 

and t e n at s e needs the kind of 

'purifying' influence that only 'civilized' England can provide. 

With Isabella and Catherine absent from the world of the He· ht h 
ig s, t e number of 

individuals over whom Heathcliff can exercise his influence diminishes. Because he still 

possesses the desire to control someone, however, he must find new persons in his isolated 

world. His obsessive desire for Catherine, thwarted by her death, converts itself into a que t for 

l'engeance on all the remaining inhabitants of both the Heights and the Grange (Williams 116). 

The easiest victims to fall into this plan are, of course, Hareton Earnshaw and the second Cathy. 

Hareton, the rightful heir of the Heights, is a naturally sweet child initially when elly i 

allowed to act as his nurse. Nelly must leave Hareton when he is almost five years old, howe er, 

10 C b · Altb ugh she declares it wa "a move to the Grange and continue to serve the first at enne. 0 

sad · ,, . . b • h t be would have if she had parting, she 1s assured that the curate will teach tm w a s 

rem . . d Heathcliff's influence at almost 
amed (79). This will prove to be a lie, and bemg entruste to 

H t as it was for the exa t · . d · sastrous for are on 
c pivotal age his aunt Catherine was, will prove as 1 

. b. " ow 
her. lnde . . wards the boy, saying to im, ' 

ed, Heathcliff unashamedly declares his mtent to 

k d another with 
illy bonn 't QTOW as croo e as ' 

y lad, you are mine! And we'll see if one tree won ° 
. d of having been 

the same . hat Heathcliff is prou 
Wind to twist it! " (I 65) . This speech suggeStS t 



1 
in the decline and death of Hindley Earnsh 

(11Jnlenta aw, and now he I 
jos P ans to corru t 

1-11 the same way. The "same wind" recerr d p 
·5 son 11 e to he · 

HindleY re is undoubtedly H . 
'ff ' d . " . " eathchff's e Heathch s es1re to twist Hareton 's h 

wn influenc . c aracter stresses the b ' . 
o . ~s~~m 

. . d identity that must be forcibly warped to become co 
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ao~1ic1ze rrupt. Later, Heathcliff t II 
" . e s Nelly 

t·mes wishes the strong and masculine Hareton wash. . 
be some I is son, despite "all his 

d tion" (192). No matter bow desperately Heatbcliff wishes t 
degra a o corrupt Hareton, then, 

. ble qualities still remain in the boy. 
adrn1ra 

To assure readers of this fact-namely, that there is still an Engl' h b 
is man eneath the rough 

exterior cultivated by Heathcliff-Emily Bronte continues to give some hints of Hareton 's true 

character even after he has fallen under Heathcliff's spell. For example, Hareton at one point 

arternpts to comfort a distraught Cathy, for he is "moved by her distress" and places a terrier 

puppy in her hands to try to quiet her crying (173). Hareton also volunteers to accompany Cath 

across the moors back to the Grange so that she will not have to journey alone, and elly 

acknowledges that he "is not bad-natured, though he's rough" ( 186). For the majority of the 

novel, however, Hareton exhibits the precise traits that Heathcliff attempts to inStill in him. He i 

r· I · · " (245) and employ "fri ghtful 10 ent, ignorant, "deaf to . .. his sense of justice or compassion ' 

Y k h' b stored to bis proper or,s ire pronunciation" in his speech (194). Before Hareton can ere 

Enolish . first be introduced to counteract the 
b roots, a reforming and re-anglicizing mfluence must 

pe · 1- · · a force young Cathy 
rverting sway held over him by Heathcliff. To act as this ang ic1zmo ' 

Linton ent 
ers the world of the Heights. . 

5 wild and willful, 
Th . t as her mother wa 

is second Cathy is as naturally good and swee . 
I h f whom typify 
argeJy due her father Edgar, bot o 

to the fact that she is raised by Nelly and 



c olish society. elly describes her character as" ft 
,al i,Ilo so and ·1 

nofll m1 d as a dove" d 
aer was never furious ; her love never fier . . an declares 

t ·'her ano ce, It was deep d 
~a . an tender" (167) H 

. her father is also evident throughout the t t . . · er 
devotion to ex , mcludmg her dee. . . 
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1s1on to he to h' · L . · 1m that 
Y in her mamage to mton m order to avoid . . 

he is haPP causmg him furthe . 
s r pam. She is often 

d of such goodness that she cannot believe the wo t f 
possesse rs o people such as Linto th 

n, ough 
. d 1·cable nature may seem more obvious to readers 
~ ~ . 

When she first comes to live at the Heights, however Cath b . . 
' y egms to spiral downwards , 

·nted by Heathcliff's foreign presence. Indeed, the first introduction to C th th . 
ta1 a y at Emily Bronte 

l
·ves us is after she has lived too long under Heathcliff's influence Upon fi t . 

g • 1rs commg to the 

Heights, Lockwood notices that Cathy is beautiful, but he also calls her a surly "little witch ( 12) 

who behaves as anything but a young English lady. She grows harsh thanks to Heatbcliff 

cruelty and callousness so that even when the servant Zillah tries to be kind to her, she find "her 

anempts at increasing kindness ... proudly and promptly repelled" (261 ). The longer she i 

around Heathcliff, the more she resembles not only him but also her mother when she was under 

Heathcliff's influence. For instance, she at one point rejects the entire household at tbe Height ' 

dee! · " . . f ,,, (263) Obviously Zillah 's anng, I despise you, and will have nothmg to say to any O you. · 

a ous she ITTows·' (264). 
sessment of Cathy is correct: "[T]he more hurt she gets, the more venom 0 

She . I Heathcliff wields over Cathy, 
could Just as easily have said that the more abuse and contro 

the more h b . . . . hn , s e ecomes his parallel m spite and brut1s ess. 

b Edaar eventually y 1 · h gentleman fat er o , 
oung Cathy 's natural roots nurtured by her Eng 15 

' however that Cathy 
resurface I . reton. It is important, , 

ate m the novel to repair both herself and Ha th. 
. Th first reason for is 
is the one t . . . a e other way around. e 

0 re-anglicize Hareton rather than bemo th 



(act that Hareton has been under Heath l"ff' . 
67 

. i I)' the c I s mfluenc . . 
is sin p e s1gn1ficantl 1 

1 
g has Heathcliff exercised control over H Y onger than 

C 
rJ1Y. So on areton that the latt . .. 

a er 1s 1n fact h 

[ ] t
bat he bas been wronged" ( 166). The seco d w olly 

ran t n reason a d ··ieno , n perhaps th . 
" . . e more important 

.d ring the V1ctonan context of the novel is th t C h . 
ooe cons1 e . , a at y is the female in their 

. hip Because the female gender was seen at the tim 
relatJODS . e as a reforming influ ence, especially 

. h. the borne, and one which was expected to correct men wh b h . 
w11 in o e aved nnmorally or 

. ctly it is therefore Cathy's responsibility-as it was Jane E , 
incorre ' yre s-to counteract the 

d Iterating influence of the foreign . Furthermore she must restore a 1 a u ' mora , respectable 

anglicized identity to herself and Hareton. Nor should we ignore the fact that Cathy starts to 

recover this identity, behaving more nicely to those around her and even teaching Hareton how to 

read, around the same time that Heathcliff begins acting strangely and having a premonition of 

his impending death. As Heathcliff's influence lessens, then, Cathy 's grows. 

Cathy's presence first begins to have an effect on Hareton in his appearance. Longing to 

abandon the 'untidiness ' associated with the Irish nationality for Cathy's sake Hareton starts 

anempting "to be presentable" (262). He also tries to overcome his ignorance, for he doe not 

lk b · . . . h h · tt mpts it is nevertbele 
1 e emg mocked for it (267). Although Cathy m1tially laug sat is a e ' 

her . . .. ites "He bad been content with 
presence that mspires this desire in him. As Emily Bronte wr ' 

cta·1 I . . d h. ath- Shame at her scorn, 
1 y abour and rough animal enjoyments, till Cathenne crosse is p 

and ho . ursuits" (268). Cathy eventually 
pe of her approval were his first prompters to higher P 

. · and the 
realizes b t Heathcliff will not wm, the role that she must play to better Hareton so t a 

. obts about a year after 
effec ts of th. d returns to the He10 

is realization can be seen when Lockwoo d t 
. dressed and seate a a 

his first vi . " no man, respectably ' 
sit. Lockwood describes Hareton as a you 0 



. a a book before him" (273). This picture f 
I 11avt1l.:, o an educated 

rsb e. gentleman fo 
, d · rms a sharp Hareton s appearance unng Lockwood's fi .. 

rrast to irst v1s1t, where· h . 
con in e is described 

· h. t f b · as a drinJang 1s tea ou o a asm and eating his br . 

68 

i ·•clown . . . ead with unwashed h d ,, 
,, an s (10), while 

and speech were both rude (8). In Cathy's pre 
, ''bis dress sence, however Hareto 1 

, n oses "all h. 
and all his surly harshness" (279). Even the at-time d is 

rudeness s ense Lockwood not· h ' ices t at 
,5 "honest, wann, and intelligent nature shook off rap· di h 

Hareton I y t e clouds of ignorance and 

dation in which it had been bred; and Catherine's sincere comm d . 
degra en ations acted as a spur to 

" ·odustry" (286). Hareton regains the "spirit and nobility" that is rightfull h. ( 
111S I Y 1s 286), as even 

Lockwood cannot fail to admit that Hareton 's true nature is "honest wann and · 11 . ,, , , mte 1gent - not 

the adulterated character that Heathcliff sought to engender within him for so many years. 

Cathy's anglicizing influence thus triumphs over Heathcliff's foreign one, and Heathcliff him elf 

cannot refrain from declaring it to be "a poor conclusion" to all his "violent exertion " (287). 

With Cathy and Hareton safely moving back towards a well-bred and respectable Engli b 

identity, there remains only one significant problem in Wuthering Heights that mu t be 

addressed. This problem, namely, is the existence of Linton Heathcliff. An "ailing, peevi h 

creature" from birth ( 161 ), Linton possesses none of the admirable traits of the famil y after 

h' · th t Heathcliff is of African 11
· ich he is named. Although I disagree with Von Sneidern 's premise · a 

. b rlooked. She descent h · f · aenat10n cannot e ove ' er pomt regarding Linton as the product o misceti 
h · the result of a 

Postulates that the reason Linton is such a despicable character is because e is 
d the Other. 

relationsh· en a white Englishwoman an 1P that should never have happened, one betwe 
. • fa person of 

Accorct· . like a Victorian descnpt10n o 
ing to Yon Sneidem Linton 's personality reads . 

' be pomts out 
lhixedrac. . . ickl (184). Furthermore, s 

e, he 15 cruel , faint-hearted, deceptive, aod 5 y 



either of hi s parents alone can be blam d ~ . 69 
• t that 11 e 1or his ch 

the tac aracter. Isabell 
a spirited character, but she transforms h 

1 
. a may not begin 

ovel as erse f lllto a str 
the o ong Woman both h . 

b d t h Id P ys1cally lly If she a no , s e wou not have been bl 
od rnenta . a e to escape from H . 
a eathchff and . . . ~~ 

b herself m a town far from her home. Even Heath ]"ff . 
ber son y c I ' with all his reprehensible 

. . is far from being the weak and womanish man bi . . 
quahttes, s son is. It is only the· . 

ir umon that 
the creation of such a contemptible creature (Von Sneid 

185 causes . em -6). 

Von Sneidem's theory of Linton's character being the direct 
1 

f . 
resu t o miscegenation can 

. t as easily be applied to the case if we read Heathcliff as an Irishman Aft 
11 

. . 
JUS • er a , the V1ctonan 

British consistently characterized the Irish in their cartoons and writings as heavily resembling 

monkeys. Although they possessed the same white skin as the English, they were con idered to 

be more on the level of primates, as were the Africans (Saville 38). The product of the union 

between an Englishwoman and an Irishman, then, would according to thi theory yield the "pale 

de licate, effeminate boy" with a "sickly peevishness in his aspect" that we find in Linton 

Heathc liff ( 177). The boy who clings to Cathy one minute for protection, and the next criticize 

her for crying into his teacup (235, 240), may lack the strength to abuse Cathy physically as hi 

father abused his mother but "the inclination is there" (254). 
' 

. th roduct of mixed blood. She 
We must remember, however, that Adele Varens is also e P 

i tra Linton ·s character on ly wor en 
nsformed into a respectable young English lady, whereas 

Althouoh she is 0l'er t' I · the contrast. :o 
ime. A look at their differino circumstances can exp am 

e, 

• . f F e behind early 
1nnial] · 0 influence o ranc 

Y wayward and spoiled, Adele leaves the corruptmo 
f Jane Linton, on the 

enough th . . under the tutelage o . 
at she has the chance to forge a new identity 

. . 1 e In addition, any 
Other hand . . f Cathy until it is too at . 

' does not meet the corrective influence 0 



she could hold over him is negated b H 70 
'ble swaY Y eathcliff's . 

P
osst continual P 

I 
. . h resence a L' 1ron moves to ive wit Heathcliff penn round the 

bOY. After II anently, Emily Bronr· . 
. e Wntes of the 

d . fluence Heathchff has on his son: "An ind fi . 
profoun JD e mite alteration had c 

. ome over his whole 
d manner. The pettishness that might be care d . 

person an sse mto fondness had y· Id 
' ie ed to a listless 

. there was ... more of the self-absorbed moroseness of 
apatbY, a confirmed invalid" (231) 

. Thus 
. had remained a resident of the Grange alongside Ed ' 

if Linton gar and young Cathy h , e may have 

"caressed" into an admirable individual. Instead any pos •bl h . 
been , s1 e ope for him vanishes when 

b m
oves to Jive under Heathcliff's persistent influence. Hareton to 1. . . e o 1ves m Heathchff's 

constant presence, but Cathy can still reform him because he is ethnically t· 1 E . en ire y nghsh and 

therefore closer to an anglicized identity than bis cousin Linton Linton howeve b · , r, ecome not 

only a "confinned invalid" thanks to Heathcliff's influence, but be also becomes a permanently 

weak and contemptible individual. 

While Linton may be lost to the influence of the Other, Hareton and Cathy e cape back to 

Thrushcross Grange and English civilization. It is no coincidence that their wedding day will fall 

on New Year 's Day; it is in fact rather blatant symbolism on the part of Emily Bronte that their 

new life together away from the Heights will also begin a new year. However, tbeir happine 

and 
1
. . . .ff' d th With Heathcliff vani hed 

re-ang 1c1zation are only fully realized after Heathch s ea · 

Wuth . . . which Lockwood notices in 
enng Heights is able to return to a more natural English state, 

the "f . ,, d "[open] doors and 
ragrance of stocks and wall flowers ," "homely fruit trees, an 

I . J'D J·ust as Cathy 
att1ces" (2 replaced by new i e, 73). The eerie and gloomy atmosphere has been 

. d espectable and u d · to a tovmg an r 
11 are10 , c tr sforme m 

n s 10rrnerly sour relationship has been an 

reJationsh. 
ip between two British citizens. 



readers notice the supernatural and fright . 
ManY en10g nature of ff; . 

utherzng H, . h 
II considering the source of this unearthliness Wb . e1g ts 

j1houl fu y . ereas lil lane E 

71 

,, yre the threat of 
. that is, Bertha-is kept largely confined to the attic of Tb the 

foreign- ornfield, Heatbcliff' c . 
. s 1ore1gn 

. Wuthering Hezghts pervades the entire novel Tb hr . 
Presence in . e t eat m lane Eyre th 

, en, 

di materializes itself in Bertha, Celine, and Rochest , b . 
repeate y er s ot er foreign mistresse b 

s, ut the 
.5 always reined in just enough to prevent characters such a Ad ' 

1 danger I s e e and Rochester from 

. wholly lost to the corruption of the Other. Conversely Wutherin H . h 
being ' g e1g ts allows for the 

fu ll realization of this foreign threat, as Heathcliff's influence swiftly spreads from one 

individual to the next. Some characters will succumb to his power as do Linton and the first 

Catherine, but others will escape back to English civilization. Both novels, however effecti ely 

illustrate Victorian fears regarding the encroachment of foreign elements upon Britain. From 

sexual dangers to social revolution, the Irish, French, and West Indian presences in the Bronte 

novels demonstrate the acute English anxiety about foreign influences on the native popula e an 

anxiety that would lead to the solidifying of a wholly anglicized identity. 



CHAPTER VI 

Conclusion 

discussion so thoroughly centered around th B ... 
In a e ntish relationshi . 

. . p~~~ 
in the Victonan era, 1t may seem strange that St J hn . 

72 

alien races . o Rivers and his voy 
. . age to India 

Eyre have been neglected. Qmte simply, this is due t th !'. 

in Jane O e 1act that St. John 
represents a 

d arture from any other characters in either Jane Eyr, rv: h . 
sbafP ep e or rrut ermg Heights u11-

. vv uereas 

h vels are primarily concerned with British interactions with fi . 
bot no ore1gners who come to 

E 
aland itself, St. John actually leaves England to go live among foreigne 1 d 

n:, rs. ane eclares that 

, remains "[f]irm, faithful, and devoted" to the end of his life illustrating th t b 
1
. . 

ue ' a e c mgs tightly 

IO his English Protestantism even when surrounded by the unfamiliar (385). Although he may 

remain steadfast morally, however, living in India weakens him physically to the point that he 

aies after approximately ten years in the country. He never returns to England and instead die 

rnrrounded by foreigners whose race and religion differ so markedly from his own. Although 

Jane does not say whether St. John's missionary efforts enjoy any success, it may be afe to 

assume that based on the Englishman's severe and unsympathetic tendencies, be likely did not 

win many converts. 

H. . . h Enolishmen and women who 15 s1tuat1on then is the same as that of so many ot er 0 

' ' 
. h the precariousne s moved t . d d' d there and 1t s ows 0 any one of Britain's imperial holdmgs an ie ' 

. t only must he 
of the E . . . . S John ooes to India, no 

nghsh pos1t10n during the Victonan era. When t. 0 
. . 

.. ed identity w1th10 
Preserve h. t to instill an anghc1z 

15 own English identity but he must also attemp 
' b British and less 

tn hr t nino tot e e natives I . . . will be Jess t ea e o 
· f the natives are more anglicized, they . . - and 

. . Victorian poht1cian 
likely t 1 · h colomzers. 

o revolt because they will identify with their Eng is 



. l oinas Babington Macaulay wrote this 00 h . 73 
. nan T 1 t e subJect- "W 

h1sto · e must at pr 
Jass ... of persons, Indian in blood and col esent do our best 

for!11 a c our, but English . 
ro " Wh · 1 M in taste, in opinion . 

d in intellect. 1 e acaulay was a firm s, 1n 
morals, an proponent of teaching Ina· 

1ans the En 1. because he considered English to be the lang g 1sb 
1aoauage uage of education it 

:, . . . ' was also because be 
. d Enolish to be the language of c1v1hzation ("Mac 1 , . 

believe o au ay s Mmute") V . 
• 1ewmg St. John's 

. . as one of anglicization, then, clarifies Jane's statem t h 
m1ss1on en t at the Englishman "l b 

a ours for 
. ce" which is otherwise an odd choice of words consideri th f: 

his ra , ng e act that St. John is 

osed to be working for his religion, regardless of race (38S) If 
iupp . we see St. John 's goal as an 

anolicizing mission rather than only a religious one, then he does inde d k ~ . 
~ e wor 1or his own race 

and for its preservation in a country dominated by un-anglicized peoples. Charlotte Bronte's 

aecision to end Jane Eyre with a reference to St. John 's death, however, suggests that his mission 

was ineffective . 

Jane may have subdued the French and West Indian influences that suppo edly corrupted 

Rochester and Adele, but the novel ends with an examination of the English situation abroad not 

in England itself. This conclusion hints at the deep-seated, albeit little acknowledged, British fear 

tnat England 's power and influence would be superseded either by the natives who dominated 

tneir' . . . I . France. Whether physical 
impenal holdmgs or by the ideals emanatmg from revo utwnary 

and · · · and overpowering tbe 
violent or cultural and idealistic, the potential of the Other nsmg up 

English . . . . . . obtened Britain. After all , Emily 
and the1r carefully cultivated anghc1zed identity fr10 

B . 1 nts infiltrating 
ronte de . . d aers of foreign e eme . 

monstrated m her creation of Heathchff the ano 
. b d in )ands far 

Britain t1 . e danoers to exist a roa 
· now much more then did the British perceive thes 0 

' ' 
from M 

other England? 



gnt1s 
74 . . h may h

a e felt a real superiority over the Other during they· t . 

ic onan era, but 
r11e . 

I 
demonstrate that the English also experienced a real sense ofc d , nove s ,ear an 

.. sisters 
Bronte 

roe Rochester, as well as Hareton and Cathy, may have escaped the influence of . Jane and 

-"cJl(llJ'· ut the situation abroad-both in fiction and in real life-remained much . Enaland, b 
QtbeflO " . . . 

rbe 1. hrnen and women who were attemptmg to retam tberr anglicized fi the Eng is 
Perilous or 

niore 1 · 
nee of the a ien. . . in the prese 

idenut1es 
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B I 1790 Google 
Urke, Ed . . London: J. Dods ey, . 

mund. Reflections on the Revolutzon zn France. 

Books W 
· eb. 30 January 2012. 
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written s eg1nn10g Ed 

. . ' mund Burke's . 
I S far mcluded a condemnation of its b . . analysis of the 

• 0 t ,u eg1nnmg · h 
roiutIO IO t e first l Re . p ace, as Well 

. f the waves of violence that would com as an 
. ,panon o e not long after B k ' 

antJC ur e s Work 
, · · 1 · Was 

one of Burke s cnt1ca pomts, and one which 
biis!Jed. proved especially h l . 

pu e pful 1n the 
. f my thesis, concerns his worry that the French R . 

I nnat1on o evolution would h 0 
. . ave a devastating 

. bing effect on the Bntish people and the British st t 
and d1stur a e. 

11 
Thomas. The French Revolution. Vol. 1. New York- Chari S .6 , 

(arye, · es en ner s Sons, 1837. 

Google Books. Web. 30 January 2012. 

Carlyle's history of the French Revolution was immensely important to the Victorian 

who first read it, but it is equally important to readers today. It is an epic retelling of the events of 

the Revolution, and it brings a sense of immediacy, as well as urgency, to these historical events. 

The French Revolution served as a cautionary tale to the Victorian British who saw political 

runnoil facing both Continental Europe and their own realm. As this was the environment in 

which the Brontes lived it cannot be overlooked. 
' 

Coll , L. . . d . Yale UP, i 992. Print. 
e>, mda. Britons: Forging the Natwn 1707-183 7. Lon on. 

. . teenth century until the beginn ing 
Lm<la Colley traces British history from the early eigh 

. . f bow Britons 
of the V . b kt an exam ma non o 

ictonan era. She devotes the majority of her 00 0 
. . 

Jes within the Bnt1sh 
created an . . . ll the disparate peop 

identity during these years that could umfy a b 
. . takes the throne, t e 

Is les. Altho . s as Queen V1ctona 
ugh her thorouoh treatment of the topic end 

b 



l el. book provides is vital to understa d. 81 ·on 1 n mg th h . . iorman e Istorical b 
iii . ackgrounct 

. era and its literature. that led to the 
·· 1ori811 

\ 1C 

Terr)'• Heathcliff and the Great Hunger. Lond . 
fagleton, on. Verso, 1995. Print. 

T rry Eagleton addresses a number of different a th 
e u ors and events in th· 

. . . Is treatment of 
. h rterature coupled with Insh history, but the section with th 

ins 1 e most relevance to 
my argument 

rns bis chapter that proposes Heathcliff is meant to be r d . . 
conce ea as an Irish immigrant to 

1 
nd He goes on to examine all the various ways in which th· a· 

Eng a . Is rea mg of Heathcliff affects 

'e plot and the other characters of Wuthering Heights all while maint • . 
1 

. 
111 ' ammg a c ear Marxist 

stance towards the text. 

•··. Myths of Power: A Marxist Study of the Brontes. London: The MacMillan Pre s l 975. Print. 

Eagleton 's treatment of the Brontes in this work is, as the title suggests, an examination of 

all the Bronte sisters through the lens of Marxist criticism. In order to understand the social 

circumstances surrounding the Brontes, it is necessary for Eagleton to delve into the hiSt0rical 

context of their works. Both this historical information and his insights into Jane EJ re aud 

• f h els a well l!u1/ .· . • • · I ntext o t ese nov 
ie, 117g Heights proved invaluable as I exammed the h1stonca co 

as their im I' • P ications for Victorian social classes. 

·th Elder and 
Gaskell . .. y, I I London: Sm1 ' ' 

' Elizabeth Cleghorn. The Life of Charlotte Bronte. o . . 

Co., 1857. Google Books. Web. 30 January 2012· 
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'and herb ' 
thorough understanding of Jane Ey N iography of the latt 

rial to a re. ot only d er 
; esien oes Gaskell . 
t. . B .. ' provide an 

. ,ation concern mg ronte s background a d . array of 
fu l 111f orn n mfluences b 

nrlP ' ut she also 0~ 

d h . . . uers a 
. umber of anec otes t at give msight into Bro t"'' . 

·ur11ris111g n n e s mmd. While kn l 
I~ ~~~ 

.. , bioQTaphy certainly does not explain every facet of Ji . 
gronte s ~ ane Eyre, it does he! . 

. . P establish the 
, h. torical and b10graph1cal context. 

ool'el s is 

Cl . tock Anne. Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality i th C 
1 

. 
\'ic in , n e o onral Contest. ew 

York: Routledge, 1995. Print. 

In her book, McClintock examines the British Empire and the complicated relation 

ornreen different races and genders within it. Her study of such relations in places as far from 

england as the West Indies, as well as in countries as close to England as Ireland, was immen el 

n lpful as I studied the Brontes' own Irish background and the presence of racially 'Other 

cnaracters in their novels. 

11· h. h 1·ff R chester and Racial · ic ie, Elsie. "From Simianized Irish to Oriental Despots: Heat c 1 ' 
0 

. . )· 125-140. JSTOR. Web. 30 
Difference." NOVEL: A Forum on Fiction 25.2 (Wmter 1992 · 

January 2012. 

. s that Heathcliff is intended 
Michie's argument is similar to Eagleton 's in that she theonze 

chester is meant to 
lo be an 1 . . ent to assert that Ro 

nsh character. However she expands this argum 
5 ' . . ctl Irish reference 

e react . h there are no d1stm y 
as an Irishman as well while she also explams t at . t ...,.,s 

' . sl foreign e"" 
lo either d . more obvJOU y 

cha · couche lD racter. lnstead their Irish tendencies are 
' 
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. ro r,e e ast Al b 

w,ng . t OUgb he 
~ f · • . r argurn . 

knowledge o V,ctonan perceptions of th lri ent fails in rn 
respects. 11er e sh proved helpful . any 

as it related to 
Heathcliff 

. dward w. Culture and Imperialism. New York: Alfred 
said, E A. Knopf 1993 p . 

' • nnt. 
Edward Said examines in this book the complex relaf . 

10nsh1p between B . . . 
ntisb unperialism 

irure. Not only did a certain culture arise as a product f th· . . . 
and cu o is impenahsm but tb. 

, 1s culture 

1 
erpetuated imperialistic views and tendencies. His assessm t f . 

a so p en o racial and sexual relations 

oves important to an understanding of the threatening characters in b th , 
pr o Jane Eyre and 

lllifhering Heights. 

Sarille, Jolm. 1848: The British State and the Chartist Movement. Cambridge: Cambridge UP 

1987. Print. 

Savi lle 's book is an in-depth examination of Chartism and the British governments 

esponse to it, particularly in the year 1848. It also takes into account the numerous revolutionary 

movements that occurred in Continental Europe this same year. Wbile the events of 1848 

curr d ft E . d Wuthering Heights, the e a er the composition and publication of both Jane y,e an 

spirit lead· . I derstand if readers are to grasp 
mg up to these events is nevertheless essent1a to un 

~lly the · · · I 
implications of the historical context of both nove s. 

Thornpson . . . e Industrial Revolution. 
' Dorothy. The Chartists: Popular Polztzcs zn th 

ew York: 

Panth 
eon Books, 1984. Print. 



I Thompson ·s treatment of Chartism • 84 
oorot ,y is a thorough 

Study of th . 
h · e Work 

1 
uah it is at t e same tnne a helpful int d . IIlg-cJass 

,•e1nent. r ,o o ro uction to it. Ber b 
010 ook expl . 

ve rise to the movement, the events that h . ains the 
' rors that ga c aractenzed it and . 
1ac ' its eventu 1 d . 

c t· b a echne . araues 1or a connec 10n etween the Bronr- , · 
Y thesis O es novels and . 

AS r1l revolutionary 
' b . movements 

Cbartism, Thompson s ook proved crucial to the fo . 
such as nnation of my reasoning. 

I. ton Jan. "Blurring the Borders of Nation and Gender M W 
\\'el ing , · ary ollstonecraft's Cb · aracter 

(R)evolution." Rebellious Hearts: British Women Writers a d th F 
n e rench Revolution. 

Eds. Adriana Craciun and Kari E. Lokke. Albany: State University f N y 
0 ew ork Press 

2001. 33-61. Print. 

Although she focuses her study particularly on Mary Wollstonecraft's response to the 

french Revolution, Jan Wellington also conducts a more generalized treatment of Briti h 

perceptions of the French before, during, and after the French Revolution. Her analysis of 

s1ereotypes that more or less equated the French with femininity is an important critique of 

perceived gender roles in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century England, as well as pro iding an 

ins ightful backdrop for my argument concerning French roles of effeminacy in Jane Eyre. 
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